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Executive Summary
This report explores the concept of felt sustainability in relation to water in an Indian
context. Felt sustainability is a method of analyzing resource sustainability that foregrounds
the perspective of those who have intimate ties with the natural resource. It refers to how
sustainable ‘sufficient access’ to a resource feels – in this instance water – to those who use it.
Though source sustainability is frequently a component of felt sustainability, it is far from the
only factor. Individuals do not only care about whether water is available at a source – they
primarily care about whether it is available to them in their homes. Regarding water, felt
sustainability is thus defined as the perception of continued, sufficient access to water.
Individuals and communities experience felt sustainability based on the subjective
probability that water will be available in a form, quantity, and quality they desire the next time
they desire it. They are also concerned with whether water will be available in the quantity and
quality desired tomorrow, in the next month, for the next five years, and for the next generation.
Thus, this study seeks to provide answers to five questions:
o

Do people feel their current water supply is sustainable?

o

How do they define a sustainable water supply scenario?

o

What impact does their perception of sustainability or unsustainability have on their
behavior?

o

How does felt sustainability connect with environmental sustainability?

o

What should be done to ensure supply feels sustainable?
This study examines five communities in India – two planned colonies in Delhi, two

unplanned settlements in Delhi, and one rural village in the Hoshiarpur district of Punjab. These
locales differ in their income levels, legal status, and water access methods, yet they all
experience anxieties concerning their water supplies. None of them have completely
sustainable water supplies from the viewpoint of the localized water user. We describe their
water access situations through water delivery pathways, comprehensive descriptions of how
water users acquire water in these different communities that foreground the perspective of
community members.
Firstly, we find that perceptions of sustainable water access differ greatly across
communities. Not only do these communities have different water access scenarios currently,
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but they also have differing views on what constitutes sufficient access. Broadly, the better
access to quality, quantity, and frequent water a community has now, the higher their demands
are for how sustainable access is defined. Though everyone desires consistent, quality water,
the frequency and management of this imagined ideal are more amorphous.
Secondly, we find that felt sustainability impacts behavior of water users through
coping strategies, interaction with government and management, and responsibility attribution.
Coping strategies clearly increase as water feels less sustainable, but the techniques of coping
vary by community. As individuals feel greater degrees of instability, they also use
intermediaries to address their grievances with both local management and the government.
They additionally attribute responsibility differentially based on their degree of felt
sustainability.
Thirdly, we examine the relationship between felt sustainability and environmental
sustainability. We find that felt sustainability is possibly unconnected with care for the
environment, though a close relationship with the environment does lead to increased care. One
area with a higher degree of felt sustainability witnessed a corresponding increase in their
degree of care for environmental sustainability because they felt the need to safeguard their
water supply against political criticism.
Next, we looked at how to ensure felt sustainability in communities. The factors that
ensure a supply of sufficient water feels sustainable remain the same throughout communities.
These factors are a physical network, a social network, and a fiscal network that support
continued supply in a fashion that meets the community’s definition of sufficient water access.
In every community we examined, these features or their absence dictated the water supply
situation. A physical network was the most important factor in each community – including
aspects such as source sustainability, and consistent pipelines, motors, and tankers. A social
network was the next most important factor, which includes aspects like formal or informal
management systems. A fiscal network (cost and financial stability of management) was also
an important factor – but only a minor barrier to sustainability in any community.
With an analysis of felt sustainability, we aim to re-center the human element in water
access and availability and create a more equitable and productive dialogue on access to water
in both urban and rural settings. We additionally provide policy recommendations concerning
felt sustainability of water in India, based on examples of successful water delivery systems
that feel sustainable to local water users.
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What is Felt Sustainability?
A Note on History
This study began as a report on comparative water sustainability in communities in Delhi. Yet
when we began examining two planned and two unplanned communities in Delhi, we were
reminded once again of the vast differences in water supply regimes present in the city. In the
process of designing a questionnaire asking residents’ perspectives on sustainability, we
realized that while the sustainability of water sources is important, to a water consumer it is not
the apex of their thoughts of water.
In most discussions of natural resources such as water, sustainability refers to environmental
sustainability – defined as: “the idea that goods and services should be produced in ways that
do not use resources that cannot be replaced and that do not damage the environment”
(Cambridge Dictionary 2019). Water users primarily care about something more like the
commonplace definition of sustainability: “the ability to continue at a particular level for a
period of time” (ibid).
After a period of secondary research on sustainability and informal discussions with a variety
of residents of Delhi, the authors created the term “felt sustainability” to encapsulate the
personal experience of abundance or lack thereof a user of a resource feels in relation to that
resource. Though this report focuses on water, the concept is broadly applicable to a variety of
natural resources.
Felt sustainability additionally gives insights into traditional environmental sustainability. The
environmental sustainability of a resource is frequently the first precondition for felt
sustainability – for instance, access to water cannot feel sustainable if a groundwater source is
going to dry up tomorrow. Yet for users of a resource, often visibility of infrastructure and
management systems lead to users prioritizing the same in their perceptions of sustainability.
For individuals and communities to care deeply about environmental sustainability, felt
sustainability is a necessary precondition.
Differentiating from Environmental Sustainability
Felt sustainability is a method of analyzing resource sustainability that foregrounds the
perspective of those who have intimate ties with the natural resource. These perspectives are
not limited to those who use, extract, or are directly impacted by a resource, but can also include
those concerned with its conservation for ecological purposes and those for whom the resource
has cultural or religious significance. Sustainability is often posed as an equation – balancing
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consumption and conservation in such a way that the resource remains available in the longterm. Yet this equation frequently ignores how individuals feel regarding these resources,
which is both important from a perspective involving equity and inclusion as well as one
working to address sustainability environmentally.
Felt sustainability examines the perception of sustainability of sufficient access to a resource –
going beyond a basic and often quantified understanding of environmental sustainability to
encompass the resource’s availability to those who use it. Its significance comes from our
learnings that resource users, and in particular water users, care about whether their supply
feels sustainable – whether it will continue to be available for the foreseeable future. Yet the
factors they attribute this sustainability to go far beyond environmental or source sustainability.
Felt sustainability is borne out of FORCE NGO’s fifteen years of experience working in the
water sector in Delhi. FORCE works for water security, undertaking both water conservation
programs as well as WASH activities, and thus sees firsthand how communities are impacted
by a lack of water. In discussions of sustainability of water supply and longevity of water
provision, the focus is on the source of water. Yet in communities from slums to upper-class
colonies, people do not wonder whether a river has run dry or groundwater has dried up if water
does not come to their tap. They wonder about the infrastructure and management of this water
supply – if there is adequate pressure, if their motor is working properly, if their neighbors used
all the water in the pipeline, or if the system operator diverted water improperly. These thoughts
are what we aim to focus on with felt sustainability.
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This table shows the top reported threats to felt sustainability of water in each community.
These were obtained by asking individuals about their continued water access – what could
stop water from coming. Crucially, none of them reported source sustainability as a primary
cause. They instead reported factors such as management and local infrastructure, which
provides guidance as to the shape of felt sustainability of water.
Additional evidence for felt sustainability is described in Appendix 1.
Linkages with Sufficient Water Access and Ensuring Felt Sustainability
Regarding water, the concept of felt sustainability is based on sufficient and continued
water access. Felt sustainability of water attempts to discover what is necessary for sufficient
water access to feel sustainable to water users. This notion of felt sustainability of water must
be defined in such a way that foregrounds each community’s perspective. As a result, each
community has their own definition of what felt sustainability of water looks like. Each
individual and community demarcates this scenario different based on how they imagine ideal
water supply, and thus the demands of felt sustainability differ based on circumstances.
Creating ‘Felt Sustainability’ therefore means working from the source to the water user, never
losing sight of a focus on the user. Its scope of work encompasses the perceptions of water
users, the water supply infrastructure, the internal management systems, water laws and source
sustenance. It does not focus solely on sustaining the source. Rather it focuses on ensuring that
the user is not deprived of the peace of mind he gets from assured water in his tap.
This shift in focus is important. A perennial river flowing close by does not serve the water
needs of a person living on the floodplain. His need is served only through treated water being
made available in a tap in his house. Hence, sustainability of source becomes a subset of the
user’s felt sustainability rather than an end in itself, and sustainability as a whole is redefined
in human-centric terms.
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Why Felt Sustainability?

“We don’t think about whether the river has run dry, we hunt for water.”
--- woman from Dalit Ekta Camp

Globally, two billion people lack access to safely managed drinking water sources.1 1.2 billion
people are affected by polluted water – that is they drink water that is not protected from
contamination from disease causing agents such as feces.2 These issues cause over four billion
cases of diarrhea a year, in turn leading to 2.2 million childhood deaths. In India itself, 21% of
communicable diseases are related to unsafe water.3 Meanwhile, more than 150 million people
without access to clean water in India, according to WaterAid (2018).4 Water access is unequal
as well, as in Delhi, upscale areas can receive 500 liters per capita, while other areas only reach
30 liters.
Aside from water access, water supply/scarcity is also a major concern. Groundwater
levels in states such as Punjab are declining by one meter every three years.5 India has 16% of
the world’s population, but only 4% of freshwater resources. A recent report by the

1

https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/drinking-water
https://www.un.org/en/sections/issues-depth/water/
3
https://www.who.int/mediacentre/multimedia/2002/ind_sanitation/en/
4
https://www.downtoearth.org.in/news/water/19-of-world-s-people-without-access-to-clean-water-live-inindia-60011
5
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/groundwater-depletion-alarming-in-northwest-centralindia/article25463716.ece
2
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government-affiliated think-tank, NITI Aayog, reports that Delhi and many other large cities
are expected to run out of water by 2020.6
Perceptions matter. Continuity matters.
Two discourses are present in the field of water – one that deals in access, and one that deals
in source sustainability. Though these discourses are indelibly linked, they are experienced
differently by water users. While water access is a constant challenge for water users across
India – necessitating coping mechanisms and negotiations – source sustainability frequently
seems distant and academic. Source sustainability is often posed as an equation – balancing
consumption and conservation in such a way that the resource remains available in the longterm. Yet in communities from slums to upper-class colonies, people do not wonder whether a
river has run dry or groundwater has dried up if water does not come to their tap. They wonder
about the infrastructure and management of this water supply – if there is adequate pressure,
or if the system operator diverted water improperly.
Felt sustainability refocuses discussions of water access in human centric terms. It looks
at how people perceive their current water supplies, what they view as a sufficient and
sustainable water supply, and what impact their views on felt sustainability have on their
behavior. It seeks to analyze systems which provide a perception of sustainable, sufficient
water access. By re-centering the human in examinations of water access, we aim to create
more sustainable water supply systems. By utilizing felt sustainability, we will analyze issues
that affect a community from their perspective. Felt sustainability helps highlight how diverse
communities relate to the same resource.

6

https://www.firstpost.com/india/indias-metro-cities-will-run-out-of-groundwater-in-next-10-yrs-claims-nitiayog-report-40-populace-will-have-no-access-to-drinking-water-by-2030-6850271.html
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Methodology
This study relies primarily upon a combination of primary qualitative research and secondary
research, though it is based on FORCE’s cumulative and abundant experience in the water
sector. The goals of this study are threefold – to determine how different communities define
sufficient water access, to analyze behavioral and environmental implications of felt
sustainability, and to determine a path forward for ensuring studying felt sustainability. The
overall aim of this study is to provide a voice to community residents and foreground the issues
they care about with regard to sustainable water supply, and deliver policy recommendations
to agencies and organizations regarding the same.
This study examines two planned and two unplanned urban communities in Delhi as well as
one rural village in the Hoshiarpur district of Punjab. Though these sites do not comprise the
totality of possible water supply arrangements or community circumstances, they do provide
an adequate cross-section of perspectives concerning water supply.
The bulk of this study is based on synthesized responses
from informal interviews and focus group discussions – the
questionnaire for which can be seen in Appendix 1. This
questionnaire initially took the form of a rigid six-page
document with a mixture of quantitative and qualitative
responses, but morphed early in the application process to
a looser structured guiding document aimed at covering
certain topics that would elicit useful responses on felt
sustainability. Respondents were acquired using a
snowballing method, with community entry points offered
by FORCE. Questionnaire applications included both individual respondents and multiple
respondents, as each questionnaire application represents a single session – if a respondent
brought in a friend who had certain inputs those are included in a single questionnaire. As
conversations were allowed to proceed naturally, not every respondent set includes a response
to every guiding question. Questionnaires were applied in this form because it allowed for more
detailed and natural responses.
Cumulative qualitative data was subsequently analyzed through Dedoose, a program
which allows for textual analysis. This program allows media sources such as interviews or
interview notes to be inputted as text, descriptors added to them (such as community and type
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of respondent), and excerpts selected. These excerpts can subsequently be coded according to
their topic of discussion – such as environmental sustainability or equitable distribution issues.
By comparing and analyzing frequency of discussion topics, we can thus determine which
issues are of greater or lesser importance to specific communities. All interview sessions
followed a similar format and all respondents were given a chance to express any other thoughts
they had at the conclusion of the interview, allowing for valid conclusions to be drawn. The
program also normalizes by the number of files within each descriptor, mitigating the
difference in interview sessions among communities and type of respondent.
Our findings include both Dedoose outputs as well as inferences drawn from qualitative
data. This data paints a comprehensive picture of felt sustainability as a concept, centering on
five real communities and those who inhabit them. It foregrounds their perceptions of
sustainable water supply, and works to create more equitable water supply arrangements and
more effective water governance.

Key Findings
This study seeks to answer five questions, laid out in the executive summary. These questions
are:
o

Do people feel their current water supply is sustainable?

Communities’ views of their current supplies varied based on the supply’s consistency,
frequency, quality, and ease of access. These supplies are described in detail for each of the
five communities, along with a few notes about their perception of this supply. Specifically,
we highlight ways in which these perceptual descriptions diverge from technocratic and
quantitative narratives of supply – what people care about is not solely the hard numbers of
water supply.
o

How do they define a sustainable water supply scenario?

People define a sustainable water supply scenario differentially based on their current level of
water access. Communities with greater levels of current access describe felt sustainability in
terms such as 24-hour supply, with infrequent stoppages. Communities with lesser levels of
current access would be satisfied with less.
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o

What impact does their perception of sustainability or unsustainability have on their
behavior?

Current felt sustainability or unsustainability of water supply greatly affects the behavior of
invdividuals in each of these communities. For instance, a lack of felt sustainabilty leads to
varied coping mechanisms, including storage and wastaage of water. It also leads to a decrease
in effort put into local governnace. Local governance and management of water, when water
supplies are not sustainable, is often viewed in oppositional terms. This can make the
solicitation of feedback in an organized fashion difficult and can inhibit both improvement of
services and the collection of grievances.
o

How does felt sustainability connect with environmental sustainability?

This study reveals a tenuous connection between felt sustainability and environmental
sustainability – more research is needed to determine both firm links and causal mechanisms.
One key finding is that a close personal connection with the source of water both increases felt
sustainability and increases care for the environment. Felt sustainability does not appeared to
be directly linked with environmental sustainability, though it is possible there are mediating
factors such as income levels, educaiton levels, or how informed one is that provide a causal
linkage.
o

What should be done to ensure supply feels sustainable?

Using evidence from Dedoose, we show that felt sustainability is supported through physical,
social, and financial networks – as these are the factors that most closely connect with felt
sustainability.
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Section 1: Findings
Evidence for Felt Sustainability of Water
It is imperative to build a data-driven case for felt sustainability as a concept. Felt
sustainability can be framed as testable hypotheses such that: individuals primarily care
whether water is easily available to them in appropriate quantity and quality, as opposed to
whether primary water sources are environmentally sustainable; problems in acquiring water
in sufficient quantity and quality are primarily due to management and infrastructural issues as
opposed to a lack of source supply; communities with more regular, predictable, and consistent
water supplies will desire less changes in their water supplies; these communities will
simultaneously face less distributional issues – which often stem from pore infrastructure and
informal management.
To test hypotheses, we intended to collect certain numerical data – ratings of satisfaction
and responsibility of the community, management, and government, perceptions of
participation in management, and other numerical scales. Yet when interviews were conducted,
attempting to pin down a numerical answer distracted respondents from the nuances of their
answers, and were often at odds with qualitative responses (for instance, respondents in Dalit
Ekta Community interview session 3 discussed problems with the frequency of governmentsupplied water and their many grievances with local management before claiming to be 100%
satisfied with both entities).
These data include 27 total interview sessions/focus group discussions across the five
communities. As discussions were allowed to proceed naturally with minimal direction by the
interviewer, sometimes this led to the addition of individuals midway through sessions, or the
recommendation of other individuals to interview in the same session. Because of the
continuously snowballing interview process, some sessions contain one interviewee, and some
contain multiple – but on average, the number and size of responses is relatively even between
descriptors and does not unduly bias the results.
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Nineteen main codes and ten minor codes were applied to these interviews, leading to the
creation of 480 excerpts which all received individual encodings – and some of which received
multiple encodings, as they discussed more than one topic. This led to a total of 1190 code
applications across the entire dataset.

The first hypothesis is tested by looking at the relationship between discussions of
environmental sustainability and water supply problems – if individuals cared or worried about
source sustainability when experiencing a water problem, the same communities would discuss
both sustainability and problems. There would also be overlap between excerpts coded as
sustainability and those coded as problems. This scenario is not shown to be the case. Instead,
wealthier communities care more about environmental sustainability than poor communities.
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The second hypothesis expands upon the first – problems with water are associated with
management issues as well as infrastructure issues. This is evidenced by the association
between localities which discussed problems more frequently with localities that discussed
management, as well as localities that discussed infrastructure issues. Because the frequency

chart of problems is printed above it is not reprinted here. As shown below, there is more
overlap of coded excerpts between problems, discussions of management, and infrastructure
than there is with environmental sustainability.
The third hypothesis tested is that communities with more regular, predictable, and
consistent water supplies will desire less changes in their water supplies. This hypothesis may
seem obvious, but is worth testing as well. The three charts below illustrate mentions of
frequency problems by community, quality problems by community, and desired changes by
community.
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The fourth and final hypothesis tested is that communities with less frequency and less
quality problems will simultaneously face less distributional equity issues. One potential causal
mechanism is that frequency and quality issues often stem from poor infrastructure and
management, and that when water is irregular and poor quality it is perceived as scarcer. This
gives strong individuals within a community incentive to take more for themselves, and
ineffective management cannot fix the underlying infrastructure or stop these system

exploitations. Because frequency and quality problems are printed above, they are not reprinted
here.
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Perceptions of Current Supply
Each community examined has a different water supply scenario, though broadly the three
formal communities studied also have more formal water supplies than the two informal
communities. These water supply scenarios are described through perceptions – rather than
dealing in hard numbers as a government resource might, we focus on how individuals report
their water supplies. Key differences between perception and technical descriptions are also
highlighted.
Brief descriptions of each community and its water supply scenario are given below, with
lengthier narratives including ruptures in water supply detailed in Appendix 2.
One interesting point about perceptions of current supply regard the source, the quantity
and quality. All three show how perceptions differ from formal definitions. With regard to
the source, households report the source as simply the point where water enters their
communities. Rather than a water source being seen as a river or an aquifer, wherever the water
originally comes from, users are only conscious when prompted of the localized distribution
network. They only care that water reaches that point, whether a communal bore well or a
government pipeline. With regard to quantity, almost all users are unable to identify how much
water they use daily. This is a pervasive phenomenon, from lower class to upper class
communities. Instead, users describe their water use in terms of either sufficient or insufficient.
Water quality is similarly described, with factors such as taste, color, and perceived hardness
mattering more than numerical TDS levels or level of bacteria or pollutants.
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Planned Colonies
Navjeevan Vihar
Navjeevan Vihar is an upmarket colony located in Malviya Nagar, a South Delhi
locality. This is an area filled with multi-bedroom flats, buildings either owned by a family or
split into two or three flats. These buildings are not DDA flats and are instead privately
constructed. Education levels are very high, and many residents are doctors, lawyers, or
journalists. Due in part to this colony’s wealth and education levels, as well as its small size, it
was selected to take part in a pilot project to improve its water delivery service.7
As part of a pilot project, Navjeevan Vihar now has access to 24/7 water. Suez Water
is currently in a Public Private Partnership with the Delhi Jal Board to provide water to the
Malviya Nagar area of Delhi. Part of this project is meant to supply 24/7 water to the entire
area, though so far only two pilot projects are underway in Geetanjali Enclave and Navjeevan
Vihar.
Navjeevan Vihar contains 130 plots and 260 households. The most challenging aspect of this
project, according to the Resident’s Welfare Association (RWA), was convincing residents that
it was feasible to provide 24/7 water. People in Delhi are so used to sporadic water that they
did not believe it was possible. It also takes an individual investment and effort – particularly
regarding leakages – to have this system work as it should.
Water enters the colony through DJB pipes which are currently managed and
maintained by Suez Water, though the water in them comes from DJB supply. It proceeds to
underground tanks for around half the households, followed by overhead tanks. As part of the
24/7 water supply pilot project, Suez Water and the local RWA have encouraged residents to
bypass their underground tanks, though some are hesitant because they fear that water supply
will revert to a few hours a day – in which case underground tanks would be necessary. The
RWA is involved in encouraging the conservation of water, sensitizing residents to the pilot
project, and funneling grievances to the DJB.

7

Conversations with Ruby Makhiza, RWA President – Navjeevan Vihar
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Crucially, this project reduced water use in Navjeevan Vihar from 120
MGD to 39 MGD, which is a savings of over 66%. Non-revenue
water also declined from around 60% to 12%, a drastic decrease.
Delhi has one of the highest rates of non-revenue water and reducing
this rate can drastically improve the financial sustainability of the
system, as well as increase quality of supply. This settlement shows
that felt sustainability can align with environmental sustainability, as
a system which provides around-the-clock water access also led to
water use that was greatly reduced from the previous system.

Vasant Kunj
Vasant Kunj is a middle-class neighborhood in Delhi, with a population of around 100,000
divided into five blocks.8 These flats are constructed by the DDA (Delhi Development
Authority) and are generally two- or three-bedroom dwellings. Each block is sub-divided into
colonies, with each colony having up to 1000 households. These colonies each have a separate
water supply, though there are some colonies in which flats are connected to a neighboring
colony’s water supply for logistic reasons. This study primarily examined C-8 and D-6, though
each colony’s water supply is relativity similar.
Water in Vasant Kunj first comes to a main tank in B-1,
from which is distributed to each colony’s storage tank.
These tanks are emptied once a day, usually in the early
morning. The hour or two in which they are emptied is
the only time in which residents of the colony receive
water. This water flows to each household connection,
where each household has attached a motor to the pipe
to extract water as quickly as they can. This water is stored in both underground tanks and
overhead tanks, both of which overflow as water is drawn into them. Water supply is disrupted
in the summers, and in these circumstances, households must order water tankers from the
DJB, or if necessary, from private suppliers. Water is managed by the Delhi Jal Board in most

8

https://www.hindustantimes.com/delhi/vasant-kunj-expands-beyond-its-capacity/storyo7FXBROe5WRkTAj1yw7TJJ.html
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scenarios yet the RWA plays a large informal role as well. When water is scarce, the RWA is
responsible for distributing the smaller amount of water that comes in water tankers – the DJB
abdicates its responsibility for distribution when water involves smaller quantities and less
clear distribution network.

Unplanned Colonies
Unplanned colonies in Delhi are among the last settlements to received piped water.
Though many of them have access to electricity, tv dishes dot the rooftops, and a free
WiFi network penetrates the Dalit Ekta Camp, piped water is still a distant luxury to
most. This is partially due to the legitimizing effect of piped water – the government
does not want to supply piped water to unauthorized colonies as this grants them
legitimacy (Roy 2013). These colonies also face infrastructure challenges relating to
open sewers, narrow lanes, and complex spatial geographies.

Dalit Ekta Camp
The Dalit Ekta Camp is a Jhuggi-Jhopri cluster located in Vasant Kunj, New Delhi. It
comprises around 540 households9, and is split into a Hindu camp and a Muslim camp. This
area was settled around forty years ago and development has been slow to come to the area.
Situated behind an Indian Oil station and across from the middle-class C8 block, most
individuals work as auto-wallas or as domestic help in nearby colonies.
Water access here is tenuous and sporadic, with water arriving by both bore well and
water tanker. Bore well water is used for domestic purposes with the exception of drinking and
cooking, as residents rely on the tanker to supply drinking water. This bore well is around 200
feet deep and was supplied by the government. It is operated daily by Ashok, the village
Pradhan, and the motor is run for around 20 hours a day.
This water is distributed through a network of pipes to
residents for around 3 hours in the morning for the Hindu
side of the camp with a corresponding three hours in the
evening for residents of the Muslim side. Around fifteen
pipes enter the Hindu side and end at points in lanes – with
between eight and fifteen houses assigned to a lane. Each
block of houses has a lane manager who is in charge of repairs, and while disputes occasionally
happen, this management system generally leads to water reaching each house in turn. The

9

Conversation with Sia Ram, head RWA
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bore well does need periodic repairs. Money for the electricity bill for the bore well comes
from residents in the form of a 130 Rupee fee, collected by Ashok Pradaan.
In contrast, water supply from the tanker is inconsistent and unreliable. The primary
concern residents reported concerning the tanker was its timing. “Sometimes the water tanker
comes at 7, sometimes at 9, sometimes at 2, and sometimes not at all”.10 The timing disrupts
daily routines and causes missed school and work, detailed more in the Behavioral Impacts
section.

Bandhu Camp
Yet some other slum communities do have access to household
piped connections from a government supply. One of these is Bandhu
Camp, also located in South Delhi. Dwellings here are generally larger
than those in the Dalit Ekta Camp, with many more shops clustered
around the edges and throughout the slum. This camp has been upgraded
over the past thirty years of its existence, as buildings grow and
electricity connections becoming more numerous. Prem Singh, the
Pradhan of the area, is a key figure in acquiring improvements for his
community, actively pursuing opportunities to improve the livelihoods
and living conditions of residents.
Bandhu camp receives piped water from the Jal Board, which is unusual for a slum.
This connection was developed within the past two years through a project facilitated by
FORCE. Part of the reason this area was allowed a piped water connection is its location on
the main water pipeline – there is more water available at this point in the distribution system
than there is where the Dalit Ekta Camp is located.
This pipeline system is operated and maintained by Prem Singh, and connects to each
out individually. It delivers water to each of the five lanes in the slum for four hours each, in
adequate quantity. This water is perceived as good quality, though some residents report using
water filters at their homes. Individual pipelines are repaired by a local repairman. Each
resident pays 50 rupees a month to Prem Singh, a price which residents feel is fair for a
household connection to drinking water.

Ghugial Village

10

Conversation with woman in Dalit Ekta Camp featured in “Felt Sustainability” film
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Ghugial Village is a rural area in Punjab, occupied mostly by farmers. The village has
around 50 households. It is located in the Hoshiarpur District, around 15 kilometers from the
larger city. Houses in the village are spread out and for the most part
are sizeable, cement structures of one or two stories.
Water in Punjab, according to government policy, is managed
through Gram Panchayat Water Supply Committees – and if a village
is under a certain size (150 households) its water must be managed in
conjunction with a neighboring village. That is the case in Ghugial,
where water is managed by a joint committee of each sarpanches and
two panches from Ghugial and the neighboring village of Kabirpur.
Primary water supply which is managed by the GPWSC comes from a bore well and overhead
tank constructed by the Punjab Department of Water Supply and Sanitation. Pipes then go to
each village and to household connections. Residents report that during water scarce times of
the year they must use motors to withdraw water from the pipeline and bring it up to their
overhead tanks, a problem more prominent in the higher-elevation area of the village. This
Scheme Level Committee hired an operator to operate the motor and control distribution from
the main tank as well as to maintain the pipes. The system provides water for a few hours in
the morning. Each household pays 140 Rupees each month to the GPWSC to maintain the
system and pay the electricity bill.
Yet in Ghugial, the vast majority of households also have their own bore wells for
domestic use. These can be turned on at will, and can provide water whenever households
experience any outages in the main system.
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Mapping Water Delivery Pathways
One of the greatest fears of many is that water will cease to be available – which does not solely
occur when a source runs dry – and thus reframing sustainability in terms of felt sustainability
better aligns the concept with the perceptions of the very communities at stake. Though water
supply into a community – whether a government pipeline or community-owned bore well –
occasionally lapses, the flow of water can just as easily be disrupted within a community. This
risk occurs within communities, from their collective control over a primary source to power
dynamics between residents to inadequate maintenance of pipelines. By analyzing water
delivery pathways, we aim to provide a framework for addressing the felt sustainability
challenges that occur within these communities.
These water delivery pathways describe how water flows from the point at which it enters
a community to the point at which it used. Given water’s physicality and flow, these pathways
necessarily contain pipes, tanks, and other objects which direct and contain water. But they
also contain the people who control and direct this water. To analyze felt sustainability, we
must first understand how these pathways function in differing communities and what causes
water access to be thought of as sufficient or insufficient, sustainable or unsustainable. The
building blocks of sustainability take form of risks and ruptures which represent how water
may be blocked or prevented from reaching a household.
These pathways start at the primary source within a community. Whether water enters
through a pipeline, bore well, or water tanker, this source can be disrupted, infrequent, or poor
quality. From the source, water is distributed through a network of additional pipes, tanks, and
motors until it reaches the point of consumption, whether a tap or a bucket. Water has a
physicality to it that most other consumed goods do not, and is not carried in one’s possession
from a point of sale to the household. It flows through conduits, leaking and escaping as if it
had a will of its own. Others can also exert their will on it as well: a pipe is easier to block or
divert than the myriad of roads by which goods are carried in trucks to a store. Because water
delivery is networked, its arrival at a household is subject to both infrastructural and
institutional barriers. By attending to these ruptures from the perspective of individuals in
communities with varying access to water, we aim to conceptualize felt sustainability in a way
such that thematic elements can be addressed through policy and community remedies to create
more effective and just water delivery systems.
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Vasant Kunj
In a flat in Vasant Kunj, turning on the tap means getting water if everything is working
properly. These middle-class residents don’t drink the tap water directly – instead using a reverse
osmosis filter – but water is accessible to their taps the entire day. Though water only flows through
government pipes for two to three hours, households have perfected a system that provides around-theclock access to water. Yet this system is complex and prone to breakages and distribution issues within
residential colonies.
A locked gate bars entry to the water tank that holds the water for each colony in Vasant Kunj.
This tank is the point at which water enters the community, though does not enter communal control.
According to regulations, this water is owned and controlled by the DJB until the point at which it
passes a meter and enters a household. Each tank was built alongside the colony and is generally situated
at one of its four corners, a squat cement cylinder around ten meters in diameter. These tanks have a

capacity of 150,000 L.
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This water comes from what locals in both upper- and lower-class areas refer to solely as “Sonia
Vihar”, a water treatment plant in Sonia Vihar, North Delhi. According to individuals affiliated with
Suez Water which operates
this plant, most of the water
processed at the Sonia Vihar
plant comes through from the
Ganga River more than 200
kilometers away. This water
makes its winding journey
through

the

150-year-old

Upper Ganges Canal before
being treated and distributed
throughout Delhi and reaching
Vasant Kunj. When the Upper
Ganges Canal is undergoing
repairs or in the scorching heat
of Delhi’s summers, water is
withdrawn from the Yamuna

RUPTURE: LACK OF WATER SUPPLY
A young management consultant opens her tap in the
morning to begin making breakfast for her young child. A gurgle
sounds from the pipes, then nothing. Not even a drip of water
comes out. She had hoped the Jal Board had restarted the water
supply, but it seemed that system was still undergoing
maintenance. Every year this happens for a few days. She reaches
under the sink and with a sigh heaves the Bisleri tank up onto the
counter. She would have to leave work early to have time to bathe
at her parents’ flat in the evening. It didn’t make sense to rely on
the water tankers coming in a timely fashion, if ever.
Other days, the pump operator enters the pump house at
a normal time, yet cannot switch on the pump. The tank for the
colony is not full – in the hot summer months water shortages are
common. For two or three days each summer the colony receives
no water from the Delhi Jal Board, according to residents. They
must order water tankers instead, which face their own
distributional issues.

even though this water needs
lengthier treatment to reach drinking quality standards.
Though according to government sources and testing reported by locals this water is acceptable
quality for drinking, individuals in Vasant Kunj enclaves still use Reverse Osmosis (RO)s filters in their
flats. These filters cost around 14,000 rupees and produce water that is universally trusted. Unfiltered
water from the tap occasionally the water has a foul odor, and at times is what community members
term, “not good”. Members of Resident Welfare Associations reported testing conducted only according
to complaints, as well as by the RO repair person and when the colony tank is cleaned.
Water is first stored in a main tank in B1, Vasant Kunj, which has a capacity of 750,000 Liters.
From this tank it travels by pipe to each colony in Vasant Kunj, most containing around eight hundred
individual households arranged in DDA flats. But before coming to reaching the tap in a flat, it must
first enter the tank which acts as the main distribution point for the colony.
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The able hand of an operator guides open the rusted metal gate to this complex every morning,
careful to prevent the noise from waking stray dogs still seeping nearby. This operator is hired and paid
for by the Delhi Jal Board, which also
owns the tank and pump house. The
DJB also decided upon this early hour
for

water

distribution.

One

responsibility the Resident’s Welfare
Association for the colony does have
is maintaining the cleanliness of the
area outside the tank, and this
cleanliness is dependent on how active
the RWA is. The rising sun bathes the
cement structure in an orange glow as
the operator fiddles with the old lock on

Vasant Kunj, D6 Santushti Apartments pump house

RUPTURE: PRESSURE PROBLEMS
AND DISTRIBUTION
“Water does not come to some people in C8 often…
one block in particular experiences pressure issues
and get water tankers every two-three days.” –
Neera Chaudhary, former President C8 RWA
The colonies within Vasant Kunj are varying sizes
and have varying sizes of storage tanks. In C8, on
Abdul Gaffar Khan Marg near Ryan International
School, water delivered from the tank is sometimes
not enough for all the houses in the colony.
Because of the logistic setup of the lines water
pressure drops as water proceeds through the
pipes and people extract water. Certain individuals
experience an inconsistent water supply and must
order water tankers frequently.

RUPTURE: DISTRIBUTIONAL
ISSUES
In times of water scarcity, the RWA plays a large
role in distributing water tankers among residents,
and certain “strong” residents may receive water
tankers more frequently than other residents. The
primary role of the RWA is to “ensure everyone
gets access to water”, according to a former RWA
president. The government refuses to play a role in
ensuring the equitable distribution of water during
a time of crisis within a colony, and tanker drivers
have latitude over how to distribute this water.

the door to the attached pump house,
entering a dusty room that measures ten by four meters. Around 6:30 each morning the operator flips a
switch, and the show goes on for an hour or two.
One or multiple large pumps boost water from this tank through pipelines and out of the room.
From there, this water shoots into pipelines that circumnavigate the community and are bifurcated at
various points, proceeding down lanes. Even though these pipes run underneath the community, they
are still owned and repaired by the DJB as necessary.
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Proceeding down these lanes at ground level, clusters of 1000 or 2000-liter plastic tanks dot the
back sides of buildings, small pumps partially in the ground next to them. As the operator sends water
down these pipes each household switches on its motor. Gurgling to life, these motors suck water out
from the main pipeline with a sense of urgency – water only runs through this pipe for an hour or two,
while a household needs to collect enough water to survive for a day and have surplus. These pumps
and tanks are where water passes into the control of the household, and are their responsibility to
maintain and operate. This is also where a meter is placed, which is checked by a DJB meter man
monthly for the purposes of billing.

RUPTURE: LOCALIZED INFRASTRUCTURE

These

One of the greatest anxieties of individuals in these communities
concerned the infrastructure that brought water to their
community. Every year the Delhi Jal Board cleans their tank and
shuts down the line for a few days for maintenance. Pipes also
experience leakages and motors go out. The extended nature of
this system means there exist many points of failure. Water
supply is not sustainable if a booster pump in the community,
lanes of pipelines, a motor drawing water to an underground
tank and subsequently to an overhead tank as well as pipes
going to an individual flat can all break.

fill quickly, and water

tanks

is

subsequently

boosted

upward

by

another motor to an
overhead tank. These
tanks range in size
from 500-1000 liters,
five to seven of them
on a single rooftop.

Each flat has its own tank or tanks. Most households have a single tank, but some have multiple. Small
PVC and metal pipes complete the network, tanking water from a household’s overhead tank down to
the flat and to the taps and washbasins throughout the dwelling.
Sometimes these taps do not give water though. Water can be stopped at many points along the
water use pathway, and water supply is unsustainable in many ways. If these problems occur at the
household level or involve infrastructure owned by the household, then it will be handled by them. If
not, grievance procedures are more complex. The first line of communication is the Resident’s Welfare
Association for the colony. Though they have no formal role or responsibility, they are often the first
body contacted when an individual, or more likely a section of the colony, is facing a water shortage.
Whether due to maintenance, pressure, or inadequate water supply, most communal water supply issues
are directed to the RWA. Though some residents mentioned speaking directly to the DJB as a first
option, for most it was a last resort – only to be undertaken if the RWA had failed to address the problem.
In these colonies the DJB is reportedly quick to respond to collective complaints from the RWA. If
piped water supply is inadequate, water tankers are provided for the colony, though their distribution
can pose a problem (see Rupture 2 described above). If the DJB is not providing water tankers quickly
and in appropriate quantity residents occasionally pay for private tankers, which run at 1,000 Rs. per
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1,000 Liters. In the end, even if regular systems are not providing water universally, there are ways for
these residents to acquire it to meet their needs.

Vasant Kunj Key Finding: Distributional issues are present when water supply is lesser, and
informal actors take on large responsibility to solve crises
o

In Vasant Kunj in past years, summer has been a time of water scarcity. Water supply delivery could
not keep up and residents at the tail end of the physical network were left with little or no water. The
Jal Board sent tankers, but the RWA often took responsibility of managing distribution of these
tankers – and thus determining who received water and who did not

Navjeevan Vihar
Flats in Navjeevan Vihar are both expansive and expensive, and their residents have certain
expectations from their water supply. In part because of residents’ education levels, this colony was
chosen to take part in a pilot project involving a public private partnership concerning water. Here,
residents receive 24/7 access to piped water, and even if they still use overhead tanks, this round-theclock supply reduces a great deal of uncertainty. Their only concern is political instability affecting the
continuity of this pilot project.
Water pipelines enter Navjeevan Vihar from the Malviya Nagar Water Services facility just across the
busy road leading into the upscale area. Every flat in Navjeevan Vihar is unique – there are no cookiecutter shapes here like in Vasant Kunj or even the rest of Malviya Nagar. These flats house the doctors
and businesspeople of the city, some owning entire buildings, while others only own one of the two or
three floors.
Here, there are no complex water pathways, and little in the way of a network filled with
possible blockages. Water goes straight from well-maintained DJB pipelines to households with
metered connections. Pipelines in lanes still create potential for water pressure challenges, but residents
report these have stopped since the 24/7 water supply was implemented.
In the past, residents had to get up early to turn on the pump to draw water from underground
pipes – if they forgot or overslept, there was no water. The sporadic delivery of water was especially an
issue in the summer when government tankers were often required to overcome water shortages. The
water system now guarantees water, whenever a person turns on the tap – it greatly reduces uncertainty.
According to Gagan Adlakha, “There is comfort in a 24/7 supply because water is always in the back
of your mind. Erratic supply is a pain point”.
Once a pipeline reaches an individual flat, it enters an underground tank in about half the households.
Suez Water, along with the RWA, have been encouraging residents to bypass their underground tanks.
A successful pilot project was implemented where five households bypassed their tanks with no issues
as a proof-of-concept. Currently, around 50% of households have bypassed their underground tanks.
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According to Suez Water, once the underground tanks are bypassed, water pressure can be increased to
the level it needs to be to directly reach the overhead tanks consistently as well as go straight to taps.
These underground tanks have a capacity of 1000-2000 liters, similar to Vasant Kunj. The next step in
the process would be bypassing overhead tanks, which have capacities of 1000 liters, so that water can
go directly to faucets. Yet many residents refuse to bypass their underground tanks because of the peace
of mind they offer and would not dream of bypassing their overhead tanks.
Like in much of Delhi, these underground tanks help to maintain constant water supply to the
household even when water is only flowing in the pipes for two or three hours a day. When water is
flowing for twenty-four hours a day, these tanks serve little purpose besides storage in case of a system
outage. Yet in Navjeevan Vihar, individuals are afraid to bypass these tanks.

When

this

pilot

RUPTURE: POLITICAL RISK

project of 24/7 water was

Residents of Navjeevan Vihar experience uninterrupted water
supply to their taps. They do not have to worry about turning on
pumps, messy networks of tanks, or pressure issues. Their only
concern at this point is that the system changes. The status of
public private partnerships is politically tenuous, and the Suez
Water contract to manage water supply for Malviya Nagar only
runs until 2024, when full equity/ownership transfers back to
the Delhi Jal Board. Though residents are extremely satisfied
with the current system and according to Suez it has saved
water over sporadic distribution, it is unknown whether the DJB
will continue supplying 24/7 water to these colonies.

implemented, one large
issue that both Suez
Water and the RWA
noted

quickly

was

leakages in pipes and
overflowing
These

leakages

tanks.
were

almost omnipresent, and
minor in quantity when
water is only delivered

for two or four or six hours a day. Yet when this water supply is increased to 24 hours a day, the water
wasted increases exponentially. Some residents had water bills in the lakhs of rupees, and many
experienced greatly increased bills. Complaints among residents were funned through the RWA to the
DJB and Suez, but residents sealed these leaks quickly once they started receiving these water bills.
These tanks, both here and elsewhere in Delhi, are prone to overflowing. In their haste to draw
their required water, households switch on their motors to suck water out of the underground pipes.
They are much less vigilant about turning these motors off. Some individuals installed float balls in
their tanks, but these do not work perfectly. According to the RWA, the biggest problem is a lack of
care on the part of residents, though they are working to boost citizen’s consciousness of water waste.
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The pilot project also ensured that individuals used meters. Previously, meters were tampered
with or simply bypassed, according to residents. Officials are much more scrupulous now with ensuring
accountability in the system, and knowing that their water use is monitored reduces residents’ use.
The only time
water is shut off is about
once

a

year

maintenance,
residents are

for
and

warned

ahead of time. They do
not experience water
scarcity

because

of

overhead storage.
Though
residents

are

almost

PAST RUPTURE: PRESSURE
Both the RWA and one woman in Navjeevan Vihar bemoaned
the previous state of water distribution in the colony. Similar to
the situation in many Vasant Kunj colonies, pipelines are
lengthy, and the water pressure was not enough to adequately
serve all people on the pipe.
This woman additionally complained that when residents earlier
in the pipe took too much water, there wouldn’t be enough left
for later residents, inciting a race-to-the-bottom in terms of
waking up to switch on pumps ever earlier. Calls for government
tankers were frequent, especially in summers.
The current system reduces negotiation and management.

entirely satisfied with
the current water supply and management, their fears are rooted in their previous experiences. Water
used to be a subject of worry for individuals. Though they were able to cope up with water shortages
due to their wealth and status, that did not reduce the anxiety felt. The current system reduces that worry
and creates a system that feels sustainable, for the most part.
One common complaint about private partnerships concerning water is cost. According to every
single individual interviewed, whether community members or members of the RWA, some people in
Navjeevan Vihar experienced large fluctuations in their bills when the public private partnership with
Suez Water was initiated. The cost did increase for many individuals, and now varies greatly from
household to household. Some individuals report paying nothing, as part of Delhi Government’s scheme
to provide 20,000 liters of water to each household per month. This would come out to a per-capita
usage of 133 liters per day for a household of five. Other households report paying up to 3000 rupees a
month for water. Interestingly, everyone reports that they save water – and that it is the other households
that are wasteful. Around 90% of residents are okay with the prices as they are currently, according to
the RWA – some retired individuals have larger issues affording water bills.
When residents have issues with their water supply or with delivery, they contact the DJB
through the RWA. There was universal praise from residents for Ruby, the president of the RWA who
has facilitated implementation of the pilot project 24/7 water supply. She was seen as extremely
responsive and a great connect with the DJB. At one point during the process when residents had many
questions and complaints, she brought a DJB official to set up in a central park. There residents spent
hours talking and getting their grievances addressed. The RWA is seen as easier to communicate with
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than the DJB. With past RWAs, residents had to talk directly with the DJB and it wasn’t as efficient,
according to Mr. Aronwala, a resident of Navjeevan Vihar.
According to Suez Water, RWAs also played a crucial if informal roll in implementing the 24/7
water supply. They facilitated community sensitization programs as many community members were
unsure about the new system while also providing wide-ranging feedback from community members.

Navjeevan Vihar Key Finding: The demands of felt sustainability grow as water access
situations improve, but improved frequency of water access does not require permanently
increased water supply
o

Navjeevan Vihar’s 24/7 water pilot project has led residents to become strongly attached to a
constant, excellent quality water supply. While there was initially large wastage of water when
supply became 24/7, the water provided to the area is now less than 1/3 of what it was previously.

Dalit Ekta Camp
In a dwelling in the Dalit Ekta camp, a woman will have two sources of water that she will use
over the course of a day (water is almost always managed by women here). A larger tank contains
water from a bore well, used for washing, bathing, cleaning, and other purposes, while bottles and
smaller containers contain water from a water tanker – only for drinking. Turning on a communal tap
in her lane should supply water, and this woman should also be able to collect water from the tanker
once a day. Yet the informal and inconsistent nature of both water supply systems pose significant
barriers to sustainable water access in this slum. Free Wi-Fi is available throughout the slum, yet there
is no piped water.

Every

morning,

children cluster along the
edge of the street across from
the entrance to the C8 colony
of Vasant Kunj. They sit on
water cans and containers of
every shape as cars rush past,
waiting for the silver monster
of a truck to pull into view. As
soon as it rounds the corner
and rumbles down the street
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the mass of young children is joined by older ones and a few adults carrying larger plastic containers.
This tanker was acquired by constant pressure from the community with help from FORCE NGO, and
now it arrives daily. Close to a hundred people spill out of the narrow lane that is the entrance to the
slum and spry adolescent boys clamber on top of the tanker as soon as it pulls to a halt. Other members
pass up flexible pipes the boys lower into the tanker from above. Soon water is flowing and splashing
residents and the ground beneath the tanker is a muddy morass. Containers are filled haphazardly, no
visible queue apparent – instead there is simply a single mass pressed up against the tanker, barely
avoiding cars with blaring horns as the crowd spills into the street. From there, the men, women, and
mostly children struggle with their plastic cans back through the winding cement lanes, stepping over
exposed pipes and drains to reach their small dwellings.
When asked what

RUPTURE: TANKER FREQUENCY

time the tanker arrives,

“Sometimes, our children have to miss school to wait for the
water tanker. Sometimes they have to wait until late at night
for the tanker to come.”
“Sometimes people can’t get water from the tanker and have
to drink the bore well water.” - Rani
The tanker frequency, or infrequency, poses several felt
sustainability problems. Primary among these are access to
drinking water – given the irregular time, it is easy for
residents to miss the tanker.
It also poses a problem to working individuals and children in
school, as they may wait into the afternoon for the tanker.
Women also complain that they cannot cook food in the
mornings without the tanker water, and do not want to send
their children to school without food. Even if they are not
waiting for the tanker themselves, the tanker’s late arrival can
impede education which is crucially important to residents.

community residents shrug
and chuckle ruefully. It is
supposed to come at 8am,
they explain, but that is
rarely the case. It comes in
the

morning

frequently

than

more
the

evening, but that is the only
constraint on its arrival.
Sometimes they ask the
tanker driver to provide
more water during the
summer when the entire
city is parched, a request

that he acquiesces to occasionally. Individuals such as Chanda, a community liaison for FORCE, and
Ganesh, a prominent man in the slum, call the DJB to request a tanker if it does not arrive or organize
to go down to the Jal Board office. Yet the one thing they cannot get is a regular arrival time.
The other source of water in this community is a bore well. Ashok Pradaan stumbles frequently
as he leads the way down a dusty path to the tank, well, and pump structure. Here, a bore well was
constructed by the Delhi Jal Board, then turned over to the community to manage.
A bore well motor runs for around twenty hours a day, switched on and off by Ashok Pradaan.
This well is around three-hundred feet deep, plunging down into the hard rock below South Delhi. From
there, water enters an underground tank with a capacity of 15000 liters. The water then is pumped
upward to an overhead tank with a capacity of 10,000 liters. This pump from the lower tank to the upper
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one runs three times a day. Twice a day, Ashok Pradaan opens the valves that lead from this tank through
pipes to the Hindu camp and Muslim camp – the Hindu side for a few hours in the morning and Muslim
side for a few hours in the evening. According to residents, Ashok never forgets to switch on the water
or oversleeps – if he is sick he sends someone else and the water may be delayed an hour or two.
Ashok Pradaan works with Koshal
Singh to manage water in the community, for
the most part. Other players such as Sia Ram,
Chanda, and Ganesh play a role, but these
roles are both amorphous and less-well
defined. Everyone knows and mentions
Ashok and Koshal though.
Every month, Ashok collects 130
rupees from every household in the Hindu
community. Money is either collected
directly or from a resident charged with
collecting in a particular area. The charge is
150 rupees in the Muslim area, a difference
that was justified as being due to the lesser
population. The charge in the Hindu area was
raised from 100 to 130 in the past year,
according to Koshal, to support Ashok
Pradaan. The income from the water charge
is used to pay a 6,000-rupee salary for Ashok as well as the electricity bill. Some residents also reported
that Koshal received 1,000 a month for his role in managing the system, though he claimed to take no
money. The electricity bill is around 20,000 a month.
Most residents and Koshal reported that nothing happened if individuals fail to pay, besides
potentially an increased cost for the rest of the individuals on their connection. Yet two women
commented that if a single person does not pay within a month, then Koshal simply does not turn on
their pipeline.
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Residents
report

RUPTURE: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Residents know how much they pay, but they don’t know where
the money is going.
“We have problems sometimes getting water but mostly it is
fine. We just want to see the bill for electricity. We had to pay
fifty rupees for repairs to the bore well, but we don’t know where
that money went. We don’t know how much the electricity bill is.
Koshal could have money left over to keep for repairs and we
wouldn’t know.”

that

determined

also
Koshal

the

price

himself. People accuse
Ashok Pradaan of taking
money they pay for water
to enrich himself. There
is discrepancies in terms
of where money comes
from for repairs – some
report that this money

comes out of the monthly fee, while Koshal says he pays for repairs himself – and other residents report
that a motor repair in the last twenty days cost 50 rupees, but there was no bill given to the community.
They do not know how much money is left over and want to see the bill.
From the main tanks, a myriad of plastic pipes twist their way through narrow cement lanes,
bordering open sewer drains. These pipes are mostly exposed, each connection an individual pipe
coming directly from the main tank. Water flows for two hours a day through these pipes, winding its
way through the community. Various connections spurt off to provide filling points for buckets and
containers. Each of these connections belongs to 10 to 15 households, though one connection has eight
or nine according to residents.
Every morning from six am until around eleven am water flows through these pipes. It gushes
into the cement lanes of the camp, running down drains and wetting the ground like in the monsoon
season. The area becomes a hub of activity as women leave their jhuggis and begin the morning’s
activities.
Primary among these is collecting water. Most households have large tanks, ranging from 250
to 1000 liters, while also having several smaller containers. Depending on the connection at that point,
someone might place a flexible hose into their large container or fill smaller buckets from a firm pipe,
filling the larger container from those. Whatever the situation, it takes constant monitoring and effort
to acquire the water they need for the day.
The time of water also dictates the routine of daily activities for these women. As they get
water, morning activities can begin, such as washing clothes. Suds spill into the drains and clothes start
to dot lines hung overhead and partially block pathways. It is also a social time, where women exit their
homes and talk with one another. All this action is shaped by the arrival of water.
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Breaks in the

RUPTURE: BORE PROBLEMS

network of pipes, while

According to Ashok Pradaan, there can be two problems that
could stop water from being delivered from the bore well to the
system of pipes that winds its way through the community.
The first reason is that the motor could break. Residents
reported that in the past fifteen to twenty days, the motor had
not been operational for a stretch of four days. When this
happens Ashok and Koshal collect funds from residents to pay
for repairs. As detailed above in the Financial rupture, no bill is
shown to residents afterward.
The second reason for water not entering the network of pipes
from the bore well on time, says Ashok, is that he could be ill.
Though he delegates operation of the system to someone else
at those times, water may be an hour or two late. The routine of
washing, bathing, and hum of morning activity in the slum is
disrupted.

not common, are also not
rare.
Repairs in these
lanes are managed by the
people who use them –
the ten or fifteen people
who take water from that
connection.

These

individuals

collect

money

themselves

if

they want to extend a
connection to their area.
One man in the rear of

the slum reported paying 2,500 Rs. himself to extend the connection to their nine houses – some of the
most marginalized in the slum.
In each lane, each clump of houses, one person is designated to manage repairs, though this
position can change frequently. Some lanes have individuals who are clearly in charge, while others
function more on an ad-hoc and as-needed basis. These residents sometimes also collect the monthly
water payments, such as the landlord Sunil in the Chattarpuriya area of the camp.
Sia Ram is a reputable man in the slum, and claims to be the President of the RWA. Others
claimed there was no RWA, but they still noted Sia Ram was an influential individual. He occasionally
mediates disputes in lanes. In his estimation, 90% of the lane managers are good and their lanes have
no fights, but at times he must bring an outside perspective and force a lane manager to step down.
“Members of water” were another amorphous topic regarding water management in the Dalit
Ekta Camp. Initially, people only mentioned Koshal and Ashok Pradaan as water managers –
responsible for the operation of the pump, maintenance, and finances. Then, other individuals claimed
there were five people on a committee who run water, though they were unable to name these committee
members. Still others talked about “members of water”, of which Sia Ram was one, along with Ashok
Pradaan. Then one of her friends corrected this woman, saying only Ashok Pradaan and Chanda were
“members of water”. No one could define the term, besides saying “they work for water”.
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Management in the Dalit Ekta

RUPTURE: STRONG PEOPLE
People were initially hesitant to discuss inequities
in water distribution. They claimed everyone got
enough water, and were unwilling or unable to
answer who received water first. They explained
that they did not want to cause trouble, and that
people had “understandings” with each other
about water. It was only when talking to the men
away from women that these men revealed that
“strong” women got water first consistently. This
“strong” did not refer to physical strength, but to
power and influence within the community.
Additionally, one woman in the Chattarpuriya
area of the slum said she had to get water from a
different piped connection at times because of
the crowd around her pipe.
A similar situation occurs with the tanker – strong
people get water first, while others are left
behind. No one reported not getting water from a
tanker, but there are constant fights, shouting,
and chaos that herald a tanker’s arrival.

Camp is both concentrated and diffuse
– Koshal and Ashok Pradaan clearly
have a great deal of power in dictating
times

of

water

access,

financial

arrangements, and repairs, yet a number
of other individuals such as Sia Ram,
Ganesh, and Chanda also are involved
in water – but do not claim any
responsibility.

These

individuals

primarily organize to pressure the Jal
Board to provide tankers when they are
not delivered or not delivered on time.
Women in the Dalit Ekta Camp
also described what happens when they
do not get water, either from the bore
well or from the tanker. The bore well
is

an

internal

source,

and

thus

complaints are handled internally.
People generally speak either directly to Ashok Pradaan or Koshal, or go through an intermediary such
as Sia Ram or Chanda. People felt Koshal was too powerful to question even when they disagreed with
him.
If the tanker does not come, individuals such as Sia Ram, Ganesh, Chanda, and Koshal call the
DJB office, water tanker depot, and sometimes organize a group to go and protest for a tanker. The only
way to make them listen, according to Sia Ram, is to put physical bodies in their sight – work must
constantly be done to make the slum visible in the eyes of the government.
Women also describe how, when they don’t receive tanker water, some (around 60%) drink the
bore water. The tanker is easy to miss in the morning, or if individuals have work. If the bore well fails
to provide water, then people go to Rangpuri Pahari in autos to collect water. This journey is expensive,
costing near to 100 rupees, but water is necessary for life to continue.
The overarching desire of individuals here is to be connected to a “Sonia Vihar” pipeline.
Though there are many problems in the current distribution of water, when prompted for desired
changes, the overwhelmingly most desired change was a connection to this government pipeline.
Previously, individuals had illegally tapped it since it is just across a main road, but this tap was shut
down by the government. Now, all they can do is wait and organize to make their voices heard. They
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want this pipeline because it would provide safe and clean water in a regular fashion – the very
definition of felt sustainability.
Though some women do try to conserve water, even Ashok Pradaan is not worried about environmental
sustainability for their current water sources. The bore well is deep enough, he reports, and the thought
never crosses his mind when no water comes that it could dry up. The issues are only to do with
infrastructure and management in the present.

Dalit Ekta Camp Key Finding: Lack of management can make an already precarious system
worse
o

Dalit Ekta Camp’s water supply feels unsustainable partially because of the colony’s legal status,
but mainly due to the extensive effort individuals make each day to acquire water from a tanker. The
arrival time of the tanker varies greatly and there is no management system to distribute water fairly.

Bandhu Camp
The Bandhu Camp is another Jhuggi Jhopri cluster in Delhi, also situated in Vasant Kunj. The
crucial factor that differentiates it from Dalit Ekta Camp is that it has a consistent piped water supply.
Bandhu Camp exhibits a slightly higher level of wealth than Dalit Ekta Camp, with many more twostory buildings, more shops, and a slightly different pattern of employment. Women in the Bandhu Camp
receive water for four hours a day from individual household taps, and have a remarkable lack of
complaints. Water is set on a fixed schedule, and breaks in service are extremely rare.

Prem Singh, the sarpanch/pradaan of Bandhu
Camp and manager of the water distribution system,
has been profiled online by several NGOs. Unlike
many other individuals involved in management in a
variety of areas, he takes full responsibility for water
supply here. He has “the key”, he says, something that
is both literal and metaphorical. The motor that
controls water distribution in this slum is in his hands,
and he turns on and off water distribution for this
slum.
A main pipeline leaves a tank that is filled
from a Delhi Jal Board pipe, powered by a motor.
Because this tank is underground, water must be
pumped to reach each house in the slum. Each of the
four hundred or so households have their own water
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taps. These taps can be switched on and off by residents to conserve water.
There are five lanes in the slum, each with 50-100 households attached to them. Prem Singh
turns on the water in each lane for around four hours, though this time is variable based on the number
of households in each lane. The system is remarkable stable – there were no reports of delayed water
arrival. The front of a pipeline does receive water first, but four hours is more than enough for everyone
in a lane to receive water. There are, of course, sporadic infrastructure problems such has broken pipes
and motors, but these are fixed quickly. Work is done within a day or two if there is an issue with the
motor, and there is a local plumber who fixes issues with taps or pipelines for a reduced cost (50-100
rupees) because he is a resident. When the motor needs to be fixed there may be a minor cost attached
to it such as 30 rupees, but the government may also fix it for free – the pradaan/sarpanch may speak to
them. Residents also reported visits from the MLA to observe the success of water delivery here,
indicating a good relationship with the government.
Everyone spoken to claimed that the quality of water was delivered by pipeline was amazing,
and much better than it had been previously. Some individuals filtered their water for drinking, but most
drank it straight from the pipeline. Water quality testing is reportedly conducted every six months by
FORCE. Every household receives around 500-1000 liters of water a day. If a household misses water
in their lane they can go to another lane to receive water, because it is available in abundance.
The monthly cost for a connection is 50 rupees. This fee is paid directly to Prem Singh, and
individuals were generally content with the price. One widow reported paying nothing, an indication of
how having cost determined locally can better accommodate special circumstances.
One of the most interesting aspects of perceptions of water in this slum was that every single
individual interviewed or spoken to, including Prem Singh, stated that water came from a bore well.
FORCE NGO was involved in constructing the pipelines in the community and changing the water
distribution system from a main tank and water tankers to this pipeline system. We are confident this
water is from a Jal Board pipeline. Yet individuals here know it is from the Jal Board and are extremely
confident in its quantity, yet they still claim it is also from a bore.

Bandhu Camp Key Finding: Community members do not care where water is coming from,
as long as it arrives sufficiently and in sufficient quality
o Bandhu Camp recently began receiving household piped water supply, even though it is an
unplanned settlement. This water is from a DJB pipe, yet residents believe it comes from a “Jal
Board” bore well. Even so, residents are almost completely satisfied with supply.
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Ghugial Village
In the fifty households in Ghugial Village, individuals have taps that give them access to piped
water from a World Bank-funded project. Though this piped water is convenient, it only runs for two to
three hours a day, twice a day. It is managed through the Gram Panchayat Water Supply and Sanitation
Committee. Individuals experience pressure issues, and the pipeline has previously been broken for
months at a time partly due to lack of funding. Yet people still have a tap to turn on, even if this main
piped supply is not working. In Ghugial nearly every household has a bore well for domestic use as
well. These wells provide water that, while it may not be as good quality, still suffices to fulfil the needs
of residents.
Since 1985, some residents of Ghugial Village have had a piped water connection. As part of a
World Bank scheme, Punjab is slowly moving towards universal piped water supply in rural areas. This
project has accelerated in recent years, and according to the Executive Engineer for the Hoshiarpur
District of Punjab Department of Water Supply and Sanitation (PDWSS), 75% of households now have
piped water. Ghugial Village was ahead of the curve – by 2005 every household had a piped connection.
Previously households used their own bore wells and hand pumps to withdraw water, but decreasing
groundwater levels have made these methods both more difficult and more expensive. The irony is that
the piped water also comes from a bore well and thus contributes to groundwater depletion as well.
A metal tank looms large over fields of rice as a bore well pulls water up from staggering
depths. Bore wells in this area of Punjab are generally between 200 and 400 meters deep, with plain
areas requiring less depth than mountainous areas. Varying reports on the depth of the Ghugial Village
tube well place it somewhere between 300 feet (Prem Vashisht – village sarpanch) and 650 feet (Shiv
Kumar – farmer). This well was constructed by the PDWSS and reportedly deepened at one point by
the government.
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The unique factor about this

RUPTURE: ELECTRICITY ISSUES
Though individuals in Ghugial did not discuss
electricity issues when talking about general
problems with water, an electricity issue with the
motor was the first issue named in every
interview session when prompted for the most
likely reasons for water to not come in the
morning or evening. Electricity in rural areas of
Punjab is still prone to periodic blackouts, and
these blackouts can disrupt what would otherwise
be a regular water supply, in availability if not
quantity. The motor that powers the bore well
and booster motors most households have are
connected to the same spotty electricity grid that
the rest of the village is. A lack of power
completely disrupts water arrival, even though
the system should theoretically be primarily
gravity-based.

storage tank and bore well is that it
supplies two villages as opposed to one
like most bore wells, because of a
complexity in the management scheme.
Thus, the pipeline goes from this
overhead tank to two villages, Ghugial
and Kabirpur. Though constructed by
the government, responsibility was
turned over to the community as per
government policy. As part of the
country-wide decentralization process,
the Punjab Department of Water
Supply and Sanitation determined to
enact

a

policy

under

which

communities manage their own water
through existing gram panchayats –

village governance councils. Crucially for Ghugial and its neighbor village, if a village has a population
of less than 150, it will be governed and supplied a water source in conjunction with a nearby village.
This Gram Panchayat Water Supply Committee is the governing body for water management on the
village level.
In Ghugial, the GPWSC is comprised of the Sarpanch (village head) from each of the two
villages, in addition to two panchs. This body makes decisions concerning water management, repairs,
new connections, and finances. It collects money from households, pays the electricity bill for the bore
well motor, pays the operator’s salary, and pays for any repairs necessary to keep the system running.
According to a member of PDWSS for the area, Tarminder Kumar, these schemes are 90% effective,
with only a few issues detailed below. The Executive Engineer for Hoshiarpur District had a less
optimistic outlook.
From the main pipeline, each household has a connection. Currently households pay around
2500 Rs. for labor and materials for a new pipeline, plus a security deposit of 500-1000 to the gram
panchayat for “security”, according to the local GPWSC. Managing new connections is one of the
GPWSC’s primary responsibilities. One government source claims the cost for a new connection is
1200, while another claims there is no fee for new connections.
Many households have motors that help facilitate their water access, though most residents
report only having to operate these motors in the summer. Water is stored in overhead tanks, and it is
dependent on water pressure whether a household needs a booster pump to reach this tank. These tanks
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have a capacity between 500 and 1000 liters. Water quality was generally perceived as good, though
individuals still used Reverse Osmosis systems because of the perceived poor quality of the government
pipe. Water is received for 2 to 3 hours in the morning and the evening.

These connections cost 140 Rs., a price that is set by
the GPWSC according to the government, though Prem
Vashisht, the sarpanch for Ghugial, claims the government set
both the price and the timings. Four years back this price
increased from 100 Rs. a month. Residents still feel this price
is fair, and would pay up to 200 Rs. If individuals fail to pay,
nothing happens – there is no political or communal will to
turn off water for these individuals. The only thing the
GPWSC can do is work to convince them to pay.
This money amounts to around 30,000 Rs. a month,
with 200 households in the area and a per-household fee of
140 Rs. According to the GPWSC, the monthly electricity bill
amounts to between 15-20k rupees, while the operator, a man
who maintains the motor and turns the system on and off, receives a salary of 10k a month. The rest of
the money is put away for repairs.

RUPTURE: OPERATOR PROBLEMS
Both Shiv Kumar and Kashmiri Dal, two farmers in Ghugial, reported
consistent problems with the operator. Given the operator’s control and
responsibility for the system, he is a singular failure point in terms of
delivery of water. If he does not do his job properly, households simply
do not receive piped water. The first problem with the operator was
simply his absence. If water did not come, Shiv Kumar stated that a likely
cause was the absence of the operator. He takes occasional furloughs
and appoints someone in his place, but this man is not as reliable. The
collection of money is also at times inconsistent – sometimes it is every
month, but at other times it is every two or every six months. He also has
continual excuses when asked to make repairs to pipes – particularly that
he has no money to make them and is not quick to respond to leakages.
The two villages share one water delivery system and one operator, and
this operator is not from Ghugial – a potential source of bias.
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In this system, the operator maintains a great deal of power – he collects the money from
households monthly, turns on and off the pump, and does work concerning repairs. He also fields
complaints from village residents when water
doesn’t arrive or when pressure is inadequate. Yet
according to two residents, he often failed to do his
job adequately.
Individuals in Ghugial primarily desire their
own water delivery system, and their own bore well
and operator. They believe they should control their
own water system, and that the current one is biased
toward the other village.
Yet in Ghugial, ninety-plus percent of
residents also have personal bore wells, in addition
to a piped connection. This personal bore well
mitigates the reliance on piped water. Though the
quality is worse, it is still a water source, and leads
to a vast reduction of complaints to the GPWSC.

Ghugial Village Key Finding: Funding needs
to be adequate for informal management to
maintain infrastructure – the three networks
(physical,

social,

and

financial)

are

inextricably linked
o

Ghugial Village’s water is managed by a

RUPTURE: PRESSURE ISSUES AND
GPWSC CAPACITY
The bore well and water tank is situated in
between the two villages, yet the factor that
affects water supply to Ghugial the most is the
elevation of this tank. Residents desire a water
source that is uphill of them instead of downhill,
as water pressure is a continuous issue –
especially to the twenty households at the far side
of the village. These residents experience sporadic
water supply and continual problems which they
attribute to both this elevation issue as well as to
leakages in the pipes. Though the GPWSC
reported fixing some leakages, according to the
government, these scheme committees have
limited capacity in this area because of a lack of
funding. Both the Executive Engineer as well as
Tarminder Kumar said that GPWSCs in the
Hoshiarpur area have difficulty paying electricity
bills and funding repairs. Costs are high because of
the technical challenges in the area and the
distributed nature of water supply, and these
schemes rarely have the money they need.
Another potential cause of pressure issues is the
use of domestic water for agricultural use.
Tarminder Kumar indicates that around 30-35% of
households in the area do this, though the local
GPWSC reports eradicating the practice years ago.

Gram Panchayat Water Scheme Committee
(GPWSC), comprised of members of the
village panchayat. Pipelines are inadequately maintained partly because the GPWSC has limited
funding and coercive ability to collect funds from residents.
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Felt Sustainability of Current Supply
Felt sustainability is an amorphous concept. To determine how sustainable each community’s
water supply felt, questions about satisfaction, continuity, problems, desired changes, and
coping measures were asked by interviewers. Questioning revealed three key felt sustainability
scenarios, depicted below. Navjeevan Vihar and Bandhu Camp have one level of felt
sustainability, followed by Ghugial Village and Vasant Kunj, finally followed by Dalit Ekta
Camp.
This first chart is based on our analysis of interview and focus group responses, and a
justification follows below. Yet we also desired to test our results empirically. This is
represented in the second chart below. Using Dedoose’s quantitative analysis tools, we
represent the frequency with which community mentioned changes they desire. Desired
changes are here used as a proxy for a lack of felt sustainability – it follows that the
communities which have a higher degree of felt sustainability will correspondingly have less
desire for changes in their water supply.
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In the first group visible in the first chart above, Navjeevan Vihar and Bandhu Camp both have
water supplies that feel relatively sustainable – even though the management, physicality, and
arrangements of their water supplies differ greatly. Navjeevan Vihar has a 24-hour supply,
while Bandhu Camp has a four-hour supply. Navjeevan Vihar uses underground and overhead
storage tanks coupled with normal household plumbing, while many in Bandhu Camp still
store their daily water in tanks and buckets they withdraw directly from. Navjeevan Vihar, on
average, pays a price around ten times the monthly price for water that Bandhu Camp does.
Taken together, they illustrate two important factors regarding felt sustainability. The first is
that the regularity of supply is important. Frequency does not matter as much to individuals as
the belief that water will be available in the coming days. Residents of an rea must be confident
their water will not shut off unexpectedly, which is the case in both Navjeevan Vihar and
Bandhu Camp, though more so in Navjeevan Vihar. There, residents are forewarned of the only
water stoppages that occur which reduces a great deal of anxiety. The second factor these sites
illustrate is that managing water stoppages quickly is important – if water is not arriving,
residents are still confident their supply will be restored soon.
The second group of two colonies is Ghugial Village and Vasant Kunj, which have water
supplies that feel somewhat sustainable to residents. These places have somewhat similar
problems in their water supplies, in that both face pressure problems due to infrastructural
challenges. In the broader picture, they both face distributional issues in their supply. In
Ghugial, this takes the form of difficulty acquiring water supply in the more distant half of the
village. Water pressure is lacking, making it a daily struggle for some residents to get water
while others acquire it easily. In Vasant Kunj, there are also areas in certain colonies that are
on the tail end of piped connections and thus receive less water. In both Ghugial and Vasant
Kunj, these areas with less pressure are hardest hit in summers when water is scarce. Both
Ghugial and Vasant Kunj also face unexpected outages – residents are rarely forewarned when
supply will be interrupted. The unequal and unexpected nature of the unavailability of water
reduces felt sustainability, though the situation is worse in Ghugial than Vasant Kunj. In
contrast in Ghugial most households have alternative supplies while in Vasant Kunj they do
not, and this improves their felt sustainability.
The third grouping consists solely of the Dalit Ekta Camp. This locale experiences systemic
and pervasive felt sustainability concerns, primarily due to the infrequent nature of the water
tanker. Daily lives are controlled by and planned around this water tanker since it is the only
supply of drinkable water, yet its nearly random arrival times makes it supply feel
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unsustainable. All people long for is consistency. The current supply is both inconsistent and
disruptive. If the tanker does not arrive, residents either have to drink the bore well or buy
bottles of Bisleri. Otherwise, they travel 1-2 kilometers to collect water from other slums and
their connections. This is also what they must do if the bore well is inoperable, in which case
auto-rickshaw rides cost 100 rupees.

Initial Source(s)

Bandhu Camp

Dalit Ekta Camp

Piped
connection
Bore well(?)

DJB
constructed/owned
bore well
Water Tanker

Vasant Kunj
(D6)
Piped
Connection –
DJB

Navjeevan
Vihar
Piped
Connection –
DJB/Suez PPP

4/10
Control of Source
Little control –
(Physical/Managerial) gov’t owned,
managed, and
controlled by
community
with pump

5/10
Some control –
bore well and
motor located in
and managed by
community
No control – tanker
at government’s
behest (though
sometimes bribes
paid to drivers)

9/10
Little control –
gov’t owned
and managed,
locality tank
and booster
pump on-site

7/10
No control –
gov’t owned
and managed

2/10
Somewhat
responsive Government
gave them a
pipeline
connection and
appears to be
fairly
responsive
(pradaan said
within a day)

5/10
Very unresponsive
- Government
refuses to give a
pipeline
connection.
Maintenance for
bore well is done
by community
through collected
money. Tankers
need applied
pressure to come
sometimes – role
of middlemen.

2/10
Fairly
responsive – if
issue with pipe
they get tanker
fairly quickly.
Middle class
colony not at
risk for
complete
shutoff of water
supply, RWA
relatively well
connected.

0/10
Extremely
responsive
government –
Government has
come to visit
colony and
assure them
everything is
working well,
24-hour call
center operated
by Suez, good
connections
through
Ruby/RWA

7/10

9/10

2 hours in the
morning – from
main
community

24/7 supply

Control of Source
(Responsiveness of
Owner)

1/10

Frequency

3/10
20 hours a day
(unclear) 4
hours for each
of five blocks

Piped water – 2-3
hours in morning
for Hindus, same
in evening for
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Availability

of houses
during which
they fill up and
use their
household
connections

Muslims and
possibly any
Hindus that didn’t
get water in
morning
Tanker is once a
day. Almost
always comes, but
timing extremely
irregular

7/10
No reported
serious issues
since pipeline
in 2017.
Situation in
past unclear.
Occasionally
pipes need to
be repaired,
which is done
quickly by a
community
plumber. No
cut outs in
piped water
reported.
People still
have water
stored.
Possibly
people earlier
in pipe
withdraw all
the water
though fourhour time
window seems
to prevent
those issues.

4/10
Occasionally motor
and bore well need
repairs. People
generally have a
fair amount of
water stored as
well, for 2-3 days.
If people don’t get
water in morning
when it is
available, the
pradaan is flexible
with them
accessing it in the
evening.
Some anecdotal
reports of water in
specific pipes
cutting out for 2
months. Some risk
that these pipes
won’t get repaired
quickly,
particularly if that
part of the
community is less
privileged/favored.
Possible issues in
more powerful
people getting
water first.
Rarely tanker
doesn’t come,
though the
irregular timing is
very disruptive. No
reports of ordering
a private tanker.
4/10

tank – everyone
withdraws to
underground
tanks, then to
overhead tanks
so in effect they
have 24 hour
running water

7/10

10/10

Good
availability, in
summer
occasional
cutouts of
water supply
though a few
days stored
generally.
Someone
complains
quickly enough
that the
government can
supply a tanker,
which is similar
if there is an
issue in the
system and
water doesn’t
come for days.
Possible issues
with pressure at
far end of
community if
water taken by
those further
up/closer to
tank.
Houses use RO
for drinking
water.

Very good
availability and
little source of
stress as water
is available
round the clock.
Warnings given
before cutouts,
and people can
fill up their
tanks. RWA
also in good
communication
with
community. In
past there have
been issues with
pressure and
people have had
to order private
tanker.
Most houses
still use RO.

8/10

10/10
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Grievance/Complaint
Mechanisms

7/10
To pradaan.
Pradaan makes
decisions with
input from
community.
Pradaan talks
to DJB if
needed.
Repairs done
on as-needed
distributed
basis.
Individuals do
not talk with
DJB.

Many avenues –
Kaushil is primary
financial manager
and in charge of
repairs. Ganesh
does some repairs
on pipes and has
talked to DJB in
past, as has Sia
Ram. Individuals
don’t talk to DJB.
People talk to these
individuals though
most issues are
fixed at a more
local level. Sia
Ram has mediated
intra-community
disputes.

Talk to RWA
who is
responsive
though lacks
formal
responsibility.
They interface
well with DJB.
DJB helpline is
available as
well.

2/10

7/10

Talk to
RWA/Ruby.
Very connected
with DJB. DJB
helpline as well.
DJB has come
and sat in park
to hear
complaints.
RWA
instrumental in
aiding transition
to PPP and 24/7
supply. Suez
water has
improved
customer
service and
offers a 24-hour
helpline.

3/10

Management System

Sustainability Rating

Very
centralized
system, no
formal
decisionmaking
procedures, no
formal system
for repairs on
distributed
system, no
system for
distribution
within each
pipeline

4/10
36

9/10
Point to point
system with
informal
government
facilitation by
RWA. Possible
overlap in
communication
or role of DJB,
MNWS and
Suez. RWA
plays extremely
large role in
facilitating and
mediating
between actors.
Decisions made
by Suez-DJB
partnership so
some formality.

Mixture of
centralized and
decentralized
system, many
different grievance
procedures, no
formal system for
repairs on
distributed system,
no system for
distribution within
each pipeline or for
grievances

Point to point
system with
informal
government
facilitation by
RWA. Repairs
done
individually.
RWA plays big
role in
responsiveness
of DJB.
Decisions made
at DJB level so
some formality.

3/10

8/10

9/10

30

55

60
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Section II: Analysis
Defining Felt Sustainability in Communities
To examine what constitutes and contributes to felt sustainability, we need to understand what
sufficient water access means. Each individual and community demarcates sufficient water
access differently based on how they imagine ideal water supply, and thus the demands of felt
sustainability differ based on current circumstances. For water supply to be both
satisfactory and sustainable from the perspective of the water user, water access must be
guaranteed in ‘sufficient’ quantity and quality with minimal disruptions in service – even as
the meaning of sufficient varies based on community. There are two components to defining
sufficient water access for a particular community – what that community sees as components
of sufficient water access (for example piped water as opposed to a tube well), and how
important those factors are relative to each other (for example one community may value
frequency of water supply more than another).
Broadly, the definition of sufficient water access varies based on the current water access
status of the community. Though each community demands readily available drinkable water,
their demands for the frequency, consistency, and quantity of water vary. Therefore, the
factors needed to ensure a sufficient supply of water feels sustainable will differ from
community to community.

o Statements of Sufficient Water Access

Navjeevan Vihar: In Navjeevan Vihar, water is a right, and convenient water access is valued
above all. As one of the only residential colonies in the city to have a 24/7 supply, residents
cannot imagine returning to a system that only provides sporadic water, requires effort to
maintain, and occasionally experiences unannounced water shortages and stoppages.
“24/7 water is a dream-come-true for us” – Gagan

Vasant Kunj: In Vasant Kunj, residents desire water that is good enough quality for drinking –
better than the supply they currently have. They desire a water supply that is very consistent
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and reliable, though 24-hour water access is not seen as necessary, and they desire to not have
to worry about pressure or quantity issues, especially in the summer months.
“What is the difference between 500 years ago and today, if our daily routine is still dictated
by having to wake up early to get water?” – Prerna

Dalit Ekta Camp: In the Dalit Ekta Camp, water is a constant struggle to access and extremely
disruptive to daily life. A sufficient water supply primarily reduces the burden on individual
members to acquire water, even at the risk of higher cost, and is provided from government
pipeline – considered to be high quality.
“We want a Sonia Vihar supply… if water does not come in the tanker, we cannot make food
or send our children to school, time is wasted” - Rani

Bandhu Camp: In Bandhu Camp, residents are almost wholly satisfied with their water supply,
piped water to their household that arrives for four hours a day. Unlike other communities, they
value the quality of water much more than its source, believing water to come from a bore well
when it arrives from a pipeline.

Ghugial Village: In Ghugial Village, every household has a piped connection, while almost all
households have a bore well to be used for domestic water as well. In this instance, control
over a personal source guarantees access to water even when government supply is sporadic.
Sufficient access is thus seen as water that is consistent and clean, but the source is relatively
irrelevant.

Key:
Navjeevan Vihar
Bandhu Camp
Ghugial Village
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Dalit Ekta Camp
Vasant Kunj

o Frequency
An hour a day
24/7

o Consistency
Weekly Service Disruption

Yearly Disruption

o Quantity
Very limited quantity

As much as

needed

o Quality
Drinking – RO needed

Drinking – No RO needed

o Affordability
Price Insensitive
Sensitive

o Type of Supply

Price
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Communal Bore Well

Household Piped Supply

o Ease of Access
High Personal Effort

No Personal Effort

Importance of Factors
Importance

Vasant Kunj

Ratings

Navjeevan

Dalit

Ekta Bandhu

Ghugial

Vihar

Camp

Camp

Village

Frequency

-

↑

↓

↓

↓

Consistency

-

↑

↑

-

-

Quantity

-

-

↓

↓

↓

Quality

↑

↑

-

↑

-

Affordability

-

↓

-

-

↑

Type of Supply

-

↑

↑

↓

↓

Ease of Access

-

↑

↑

-

-

Justifications are as follows:
Frequency – Navjeevan Vihar, because it currently receives a 24-hour supply, would not be
happy without at least a six to eight-hour supply, and ideally a 24 hour one. A 24 hour water
supply was only mentioned by people in other communities when directly prompted – they had
greater concerns. Now that Navjeevan Vihar has experienced this high level of service, they
will not be satisfied with less.
Consistency – Consistency similarly relates to the current level of service. Navjeevan Vihar is
warned far ahead of time about any outages, unlike the rest of the colonies. Meanwhile Dalit
Ekta Camp experiences serious disruptions, and so would be happy with them being made less
frequent. People in Ghugial have alternative sources of water and so care less about any
outages. Bandhu Camp and Vasant Kunj both want less outages, but these outages are a more
primary concern for those in Vasant Kunj since they are currently a more salient pain point.
Quantity – With regard to quantity, the planned colonies have a higher per capita demand for
water than unplanned colonies, though these differences are lesser than one might expect.
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Ghugial and Dalit Ekta both have their own individual or communal bore well sources and so
need less water from a government source.
Quality – Everyone has high demands on the quality of water and see its drinkability as one of
the most important factors. Filters, while expensive, are still seen as necessary everywhere but
Navjeevan Vihar.
Affordability – Affordability is represented as how sensitive each community would be to price
changes rather than absolute willingness to pay to reduce correlation with socioeconomic
factors. Ghugial has had the same price for a while and doesn’t love current system making
them price sensitive, which is the same situation as Vasant Kunj. Meanwhile Navjeevan Vihar
is very satisfied with their current system and their residents are relatively wealthy and willing
to pay for good service. Dalit Ekta Camp at least states that they would be willing to pay almost
anything for a consistent, piped supply, even though they are a pore community.
Type of Supply – All households desire a piped supply in their households that is good quality,
and only differ on whether that piped supply can come from a bore well or must be government
treated water.
Ease of access – Though no one enjoys disrupting their routine for water, Dalit Ekta Camp and
Ghugial have higher tolerance for it because they currently spend more effort collecting water.
Meanwhile Navjeevan Vihar and Vasant Kunj, even though residents only flip on a motor once
in the morning, feel as if their routines are still too dictated by water.

Analysis
-

Felt sustainability desires vary based on current level
Broadly, how different communities view felt sustainability depends on their current
water access situation. If they currently experience extremely frequent and consistent water
supply, it will require more for them to feel their supply is sustainable.

-

Higher tolerance for outages if warned ahead of time
With regard to both consistency and frequency, one factor individuals kept reiterating was that
information matters. Their supply does not feel sustainable if it will go out unexpectedly.
If they are warned ahead of time that supply will be unavailable, they can prepare – and their
confidence in the entire system is higher.

-

Quality of water is extremely important
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If water is not drinkable, it cannot be used for main purposes such as drinking and cooking.

-

Higher quality of service justifies higher prices
In Navjeevan Vihar, people felt their supply was mostly sustainable despite higher costs. In
Dalit Ekta Camp, almost everyone was willing to pay more for water supply that feels
sustainable, in the form of piped, household supply.

-

High personal effort makes supply feel unsustainable even if good quality
“What is the difference between water supply 500 years ago and now if our routines are still
dictated by water – if we have to wake up early to turn on a motor?” – Prerna, Vasant Kunj

“All we want is a Sonia Vihar supply. A pipeline
connection with drinking water. We would even pay
double for it. That is all we want.”
Rani, Dalit Ekta Camp
“Sometimes there is no water because of pressure, but
what can you do? Besides, I have my own bore well, so
it is not a big problem.”
Vijay, Ghugial Village
“We can’t do without our [24-hour] system now. I can’t imagine going back
to the old one.”
Ruby, Navjeevan Vihar
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Behavioral Impacts of Felt Sustainability

More Felt Sustainability

Less Felt Sustainability
Missing School and Work
Storing Water

Fewer Complaints
Collaboration

More blame on RWAs
More Fights and Disagreements

Coping Strategies
Coping strategies may seem like an obvious impact of felt sustainability of behavior. People
are clearly going to store more water if they feel their water supply is less sustainable. Yet
one interesting coping strategy that occurs is the entire system of water tanks that is in place
in Vasant Kunj. As stated in the mapping water delivery pathways section, water in Vasant
Kunj travels through both underground and overhead tanks before reaching a household. This
extensive storage system is the result of a race-to-the-bottom among water users in Vasant
Kunj – initially, water reached the overhead tanks on its own. In times of scarcity households
installed ground-level tanks, then motors. Motors became necessary. Now there is not enough
water pressure to reach the overhead tanks without motors. Water is wasted as storage tanks
frequently overflow, while tanks are emptied and cleaned as well.
The behavioral impact of felt sustainability also has a child and gender aspect. In the Dalit
Ekta Camp, felt sustainability is a distant concept. Though water coming from a bore well is
feels sustainable, and is community controlled, drinking water from water tankers does not.
As described above, this tanker water arrives at various times throughout the day with little
consistency, and sometimes does not even show up at all. In addition to disrupting routines,
this inconsistency has a gendered cost and heavily effects children. Some parents reported
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keeping their children home from school to collect water from the tanker, while others say
that their children cannot go to school until water arrives because they cannot make breakfast
or lunch without it. Additionally, women have to miss work and because they are the primary
individuals involved in water supply, they are also the ones involved in the fights and
negotiations over water access.

Local Management Efforts
The effort put into local management and the social
networks which support water distribution also vary
based on the degree of felt sustainability. When felt
sustainability is less, individuals are often more reliant
on these networks. When communities experience a
lesser degree of felt sustainability, water supply is
unreliable or not guaranteed and what water is available
must be managed and distributed. This distribution is

In Manesar, a village nearby Delhi,
water scarcity is part of the
dominant narrative. In both
government documents and local
reports, the area is lacking in water
resources. Yet felt sustainability is
high because of individual bore
wells for agriculture. Sprinklers, a
known water-saving measure, are
still used, but not for their watersaving potential. They are utilized
for other cost savings, as they
prevent soil erosion which is a big
problem in a dry and sandy area.

often the role of informal networks.

For instance, in Vasant Kunj when water is scarce, the government sends water tankers and
households occasionally pay for private tankers. The tankers sent by the government must be
distributed somehow, and the government does not have the capacity or is unwilling to operate
at that small a scale. Instead, the RWA plays a larger role. Though the RWA is a formal and
elected organization, it has no formal responsibilities regarding water. In these times of water
scarcity this informal management system is often the first agent that individuals blame for
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water shortages. A lesser extent of felt sustainability leads to more fights and disagreements,
some of which turn violent.
This is also evident at the Dalit Ekta Camp. Two water sources, each with different degrees of
felt sustainability attached to them, allows for an in-situ comparison of behavior. Though
individuals do have some complaints about the management of the bore well and its finances
which primarily stem from a lack of transparency, their grievances lack urgency – they state
everything is fine with the bore well. Issues with the water tanker are both more visible and
more urgent, many of which stem from its management or lack thereof. Locals plans their days
around water because of the lack of management system. There are constant fights and
disagreements about withdrawing water from the tanker. A lesser degree of felt sustainability
increases the urgency of acquiring water and makes the implementation of a management
system more difficult – though not impossible, as seen below regarding the Jai Hind Camp’s
tanker management system.
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Role of Environmental Sustainability
One of our findings is that care for environmental sustainability is connected to direct
relation to the source of water. This is evident in Ghugial, where almost all residents have their
own private bore wells for domestic use, in addition to a piped supply. These farmers
additionally have bore wells for agricultural use. They have had to deepen their bore wells as
groundwater levels decline. This personal experience with water scarcity and connection to the
water source are connected with a degree of care about environmental sustainability.
Ruby, the RWA President in Navjeevan Vihar, says that residents of Navjeevan Vihar
are ultra-conservative with their water use, even though they have 24-7 supply. This is because
their primary concern is that their currently sustainable supply will be made unsustainable
because of political changes or other factors that end the ongoing PPP with Suez Water. The
colony would theoretically revert to receiving water for only two or three hours a day, one of
their greatest fears.
Residents of Navjeevan Vihar feel that for the project to continue it must be seen as
saving water – or at least not using more water than previously. Because of this – coupled with
their source of felt sustainability – they act judiciously to conserve water, though this varies by
household. This type of increase in environmental sustainability does not seem replicable, and
communities cannot usually be threatened with decreased quality of services if they waste
water. There is no formal threat here, but simply the presumption that increased water use may
lead to an end to their special status. Additionally, the three formal, authorized settlements
have higher degrees of care for the environment, which may be due to a greater degree of care
for the land with a legal claim to it.
Felt sustainability also contributes to environmental sustainability through decreased
water saving. When water supply feels secure, residents feel a lesser need to save water. Water
saving, storage, and wastage is evidenced in Vasant Kunj and Dalit Ekta, and is less in
Navjeevan Vihar.
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Section 3: A Way Forward
Ensuring Felt Sustainability
To ensure a supply of water feels sustainable, certain factors must be in place. These factors
facilitate a continued, sufficient flow of water to an individual’s house – the definition of felt
sustainability. A supply of water does not feel sustainable if it is locked underground in aquifers
or contained in a river that is miles away. While these water sources may be sustainable from
an environmental perspective, that is irrelevant to a water user unless a system enables the
delivery of that water to a point at which water users can access it sufficiently. As
demonstrated above, individuals primarily relate satisfaction and dissatisfaction with water
supply local infrastructure and management, and the sense that water will continue to be
available is not closely connected with a sense of environmental sustainability.

Thus, ensuring felt sustainability is analyzing how
water arrives at a particular community and the
features that make this delivery system stable as well
as able to consistently provide sufficient access to water.
These systems that enable water’s arrival are networks.
They are interconnected meshes of both human and non-human actors, working both in
conjunct and in opposition to one another in a way that affects the felt sustainability of water.
Based on the application of questionnaires to members of different communities, we
determined that the three networks that help to ensure the felt sustainability of water are a
physical (infrastructure) network, social (management) network, and a financial
network. We are inspired by the work of Nikhil Anand, Hannah Appel, Timothy Mitchell, and
others in detailing the intricate means by which resources move and arrive in our analysis.

Primary Threats to Felt Sustainability

Bandhu Camp

Dalit Ekta Camp Vasant Kunj

Navjeevan
Vihar

Ghugial Village
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First threat

Infrastructure – Tanker does not Local
breakage

of arrive

Political risk

Electricity issues

Infrastructure

motor or pipes
Second threat

Infrequent
tanker

Lack of primary Local

(missed water supply

Operator

Infrastructure

school, cooking,
etc)
Third threat

Bore

well

Local

infrastructure

Infrastructure

Physical Networks
Physical networks include such factors such as source sustainability and local infrastructure.
These networks determine the physical, tangible flow of water – central to the idea of felt
sustainability. Without a source of water which is physically connected to a point at which a
water user can access water, this source does not contribute to felt sustainability. While the
source must be maintained first and foremost, this network is also crucial in supplying
sufficient, continued access to water. Water flows through pipes and for water supply to feel
sustainable, it must consistently reach its destination with minimal leakages, breakages, or
other interruptions in flow.
Success Story:
In Bandhu Camp, residents receive
piped water to their houses, even
though they live in an informal
settlement with narrow lanes and small
structures. The source is consistent, and
the pipes are well-maintained by a local
repair person who gives discounts to his
neighbors. Residents feel confident that
supply will be there.
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Social Networks
Social networks also have a great deal of importance in determining and ensuring the felt
sustainability of water. Social networks primarily include management and legal status, but
also include government support as well as grievance mechanisms residents use to express
complaints. These networks are not physical in the sense that they do not directly facilitate or
inhibit the flow of water, but that does not diminish their centrality. Without a manager to
turn on the pump in the morning, residents would not receive water. These social networks
frequently also control the distribution of water and facilitate repairs, collecting money and
ensuring that physical networks maintain their consistency. Social networks also include legal
status which has a large impact on many communities’ water supplies. For instance, the Dalit
Ekta Camp and many other informal settlements in Delhi do not have access to piped water
because of their illegality. Piped water is perceived as having a legitimizing effect and the Jal
Board is reluctant to extend piped lines into these unauthorized settlements. The perceived
continuity of government support also matters for felt sustainability – in Navjeevan Vihar, it
is the only aspect of their water supply that feels unsustainable. When a change in
governments can drastically alter your water supply this creates uncertainty around its
sustainability.
Success Story:
In Jai Hind Camp, there is but one source
of water – daily water tankers. This
settlement has more than 1200
households and tanker arrival used to
be chaos. Now a coupon system and
dedicated water managers ensures
everyone receives water once a week,
per schedule, and no one has to worry
whether they will receive water.
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Financial Networks
Financial networks are the last aspect of systems that must exist to ensure continued delivery
of sufficient water. Financial networks are intimately related to both social networks and
physical networks – social networks in the form of management determine the prices
consumers pay, while the money collected often goes to pay for physical networks. Financial
Success Story:
In Navjeevan Vihar, a public-private
partnership between the DJB and Suez
Water has brought vast changes.
Initially, water bills greatly increased
when consumers had yet to repair
leakages and stop overflowing tanks.
Now, water bills are maintaining a
steady and manageable level that
aligns with users’ consumption and
non-revenue water has greatly
decreased.

networks comprise both the affordability to the customer and the financial sustainability of
the supplier or management.
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Improving Felt Sustainability – A Policy Approach
Felt sustainability is an experience of a water user. It foregrounds their perspective,
emphasizing views that are often ignored in traditional discussions of sustainability. When
individuals discuss their satisfaction or dissatisfaction with their current water system as well
as possible pain points or causes of water stoppage, source sustainability is rarely if ever
mentioned. Though governments and institutions rightfully concentrate on the environmental
sustainability of sources, these sources seem remote to water consumers – water consumers
face issues that feel more pressing than source sustainability in their daily struggle to
acquire access to sufficient water.
Felt sustainability then becomes something that precedes caring about source
sustainability. Unless the reasons a user’s supply feels unsustainable are directly linked with a
water source, the intermediate steps between the source and the household will always be more
apparent to the water user. To allow the user to focus on source sustainability, they must
first feel “water secure” – they must have sufficient access to water in a manner that feels as
if it will continue.
Felt sustainability gives insights into traditional environmental sustainability, and
therefore provides insight to a wide range of policy makers. The environmental
sustainability of a resource is frequently the first precondition for felt sustainability – for
instance, access to water cannot feel sustainable if a groundwater source is going to dry up
tomorrow. Yet for users of a resource, often visibility of infrastructure and management
systems lead to users prioritizing the same in their perceptions of sustainability. For individuals
and communities to care deeply about environmental sustainability, felt sustainability is a
necessary precondition.

Recommendations
o Improve, Support, and Upgrade Local Infrastructure
The primary reason supplies of water either felt or did not feel sustainable in
communities was due to infrastructure: most key findings had to do with infrastructure,
infrastructure was heavily linked with satisfaction or dissatisfaction, and local infrastructure
was consistently names as one of the primary reasons water supply could fail. Even when water
is reaching a household, residents are overwhelmingly aware of the multitude of possible
ruptures in the physical network of water distribution. These ruptures, from a broken motor, to
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leaks in pipes, to pressure issues, lead to uncertainty over whether water will be available the
next time they need it – the very opposite of felt sustainability. We found that for residents in
all communities, infrastructure could be improved and increase their felt sustainability. If
infrastructure is no longer a concern, residents will be more conscious of source sustainability.

For

instance,

infrastructure in Navjeevan
Vihar is nearing a point
where it is no longer a
source of anxiety or worry
for residents. They receive
water for 24 hours a day, water outages are preceded by warnings from the government, and
some residents do not even have to switch on motors in the morning because they have
bypassed their underground tanks. Water leakages throughout the system have been greatly
reduced by Suez Water, in partnership with the community. Residents there are also conscious
of the need to sustain both groundwater and surface water sources. They are willing to not
extract every last drop they can from pipelines, knowing that water will be present a few hours
later. They are also more conscious of ways to save water, since their water bills reflect accurate
water usage and not leaks or other malfunctions.

o Formalize Informal Management in a Financially Sustainable and
Accountable Fashion
Even in the most upper-class community examined with the highest quality water
distribution system, informal management was still present, primarily in the form of addressing
grievances to the government. The worse the water distribution scenario in the community, the
more informal management was present. This informal management was rarely ordered or
accountable. Actions which heavily affected access to water were undertaken by people who
simultaneously claimed they had no responsibility in delivering water.
For example, in Dalit Ekta Camp, individuals such as Sia Ram and Ganesh, two primary
organizing conduits, claimed to have no responsibility to get water to people. Yet they both
played crucial role in organizing within the community, both to press claims on the government
and to hold local management accountable. Without them, individuals’ access to water would
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be even more precarious. To introduce accountability, these informal management systems and
grievance procedures need to be formalized and organized. RWAs currently funnel large
numbers of grievances directed at government supply, and they could be given a formal role in
managing water supply and communication.
One possible issue with formalizing these informal management structures can be seen
in Ghugial Village. Though for the most part the Gram Panchayat Water Scheme Committees
are successful, they occasionally have trouble funding repairs and systems operation with the
funds they have. The local government in the area (though not specifically with regard to
Ghugial) reported unpaid electricity bills and committees requiring funding from the
government, though they also collect revenue from water users. Ensuring sufficient revenue
for community management systems is necessary.

o Maintain Equity in Distribution of Water to Increase Felt
Sustainability
This finding stems from our finding in the defining sufficient access section. Definitions
of sufficient water vary by the current scenario of water supply. As water supply increases in
quantity, quality, and other factors, individuals will subsequently demand more from the
government or other water sources. Water supplies that previously felt sustainable do not
anymore, and people refuse trade a better water supply for a worse one. A standard of equity
must be maintained if water supply is to feel sustainable to residents of Delhi – otherwise
residents who receive more and better water will be unwilling to give up their current access,
even if others need water dearly.

o

Improve Perception of Connection

Between Primary and Stated Source
This insight comes from the finding that
individuals name their source of water as the
point as which water enters the community, rather than the actual body of water that it is drawn
from. Combining this finding with the idea that a closer connection to the source of water
increases the degree of environmental care regarding its sustainability, policy makers should
work to increase awareness of the original source of water and its status. If people realize where
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their water comes from and what the possible perils are of this source, they may be more
inclined to conserve water.
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Avenues for Further Exploration
How important are concrete deliverables as opposed to perception?
A further study would examine the relationship between concrete deliverables such as liters of
water, TDS levels, and frequency of water in hours, in relation to perceptions of quantity,
quality, and frequency. Felt sustainability and perceptions of water access go much deeper than
these concrete deliverables, but there is also a relationship between them. Determining how
exactly this relationship functions using a data-based and comparative approach would yield
interesting insights.

Is felt sustainability spatially relative – does it depend on the access of those close
to you?
This study did not examine sites in close proximity with each other, but a study of this type
would help determine whether felt sustainability depends on a comparison with those
surrounding you. For instance, do those in Navjeevan Vihar have a higher degree of felt
sustainability than they would otherwise since they are surrounded by colonies with infrequent
water access? How is Dalit Ekta Camp’s vision of sustainable water supply affected by the
middle-class colony across the street receiving piped water?

Using felt sustainability to integrate stakeholder views – standardized toolset or
template?
This study only touches the surface of how felt sustainability could be used. Felt sustainability
foregrounds the views of a resource user, and describes their perspective on sustainable access.
With domestic water use in this study, everyone wants water for the same thing. While there
might be scarcity issues, use patterns are not in direct conflict. Felt sustainability can also be
used in situations where use is in direct or indirect conflict, such as the use of a particular river
for idol submerging, for drinking water, for dumping sewage, for agricultural use, and for
recreation. By creating a standardized template to understand views of sustainable use, we can
better integrate differing stakeholder views to create more equitable and just solutions to issues
of water and resource use.

What contributes to felt sustainability – a deeper study?
A deeper study into felt sustainability would examine closer the linkages between behavior,
environment, and felt sustainability. These linkages were not examined directly in this study
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and must be inferred. A future study targeting these areas would yield deeper insights into these
key relationships.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Questionnaire

Community
Water Supply Problems
Which of the following problems do you have getting water?
No supply/infrequent

Too expensive

Takes too much time

Not good for drinking

Any other?

What is the water quality?
Drinking water

Usable in other ways

Not usable
Any specific complaints?

Do you always have enough water?
Yes

No

Does everyone in the community have access to water?
Yes

No

If no, why not?
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How frequently does water flow?
______

Does it ever not come when expected? If yes, how frequently? (times in a month)
Never 1

2

5

10

every day

How do you fix water stoppage?
Talk to government
Talk to management
Wait it out

What happens when you talk to them?

Do you feel you have a say in how water is managed in your community?
0%

100%

How?

What percentage of people here have sufficient water?

0%

What changes do you want most in water supply?

100%
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More frequent water

Cleaner water

Cheaper water

Easier to gather/access

___________________________________________

Financial Risks

How much does your connection(s) cost?

Who do you pay money to?
______
When was the last time it increased? By how much?
______

________

What happens when you don’t pay? Do you not get water?
_____
Do you think it is too expensive?
Yes

No

How much do you think it should cost?

How much time do you spend gathering or managing water?
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Do you or family members ever have to miss school or work? If so, how much?
Yes

No

____________________________

Management System

How is water managed once it enters the community?

Sustainability Planning

I think water is…
Government’s responsibility
0

10

Panchayat/rwa/management responsibility
0

10

Community’s responsibility
0

I am satisfied with how ____ is managing water

10
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Government
0

10

Thoughts on government management

Panchayat/RWA/management
0

10

Thoughts

Community/residents
0

10

Thoughts

Do you think there is a large change water runs out?
No chance

Some chance

Large chance

Thoughts

What is the most likely cause of not getting water?
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